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ABSTRACT
A 0.015 scale model of a modified version of the MDAC Space Shuttle Booster
was tested in the Naval Ship Research and Development Center 7 x 10 Foot
fro-nnsnc Winrd rnnel dri-.ng Merch 1071 (rest Number NSRDC 31103 to obtain
force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. This test was con-
ducted by Lockheed's Huntsville Research and Engineering Center for the Aero-
Astrodynamic Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Data
were obtained for a cruise Mach Number of 0.38, altitude of 10,000 ft
(q = 165 psf), and Reynolds Number per foot of approximately 2 x 106 . The
model was tested through an angle of attack range of -40 to 150 at zero de-
gree angle of sideslip, and at an angle of sideslip range of -6° to 60 at
fixed angles of attack of 00, 60, and 15° . Other test variables were elevon
deflections, canard deflections, aileron deflections, rudder deflections,
wing dihedral angle, canard incidence angle, wing incidence angle, canard
position, wing position, wing and canard size, canard control flap size and
dorsal fin size.
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number
(DMS-DR-1139) with four volumes as follows:
I. Canard Parametric Variations Data plot pages 1-525
II. Wing Parametric Variations - Size Data plot pages 526-1309
and Location
III. Wing Parametric Variations - Incidence Data plot pages 1310-1804
and Dihedral
IV. Surface Effectiveness, Model Buildup Data plot pages 1805-2207
and Directional Stability at High
Angles of Attack
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A 0.015 scale model of a modified version of the MDAC Space Shuttle Booster
was tested in the Naval Ship Research and Development Center 7 x 10 Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel during March 1971 (Test Number NSRDC 3110) to obtain
force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. This test was con-
ducted by Lockheed's Huntsville Research and Engineering Center for the Aero-
Astrodynamic Laboratory of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Data
were obtained for a cruise Mach Number of 0.38, altitude of 10,000 ft
(q = 165 psf), and Reynolds Number per foot of approximately 2 x 106. The
model was tested through an angle of attack range of -4° to 15° at zero
degree angle of sideslip, and at an angle of sideslip range of -60 to 60 at
fixed angles of attack of 0°0, 60, and 150. Other test variables were elevon
deflections, canard deflections, aileron deflections, rudder deflections,
wing dihedral angle, canard incidence angle, wing incidence angle, canard
position, wing position, wing and canard size, canard control flap size,
and dorsal fin size.
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number
(DMS-DR-1139) with four volumes as follows:
I. Canard Parametric Variations Data plot pages 1-525
II. Wing Parametric Variations - Size Data plot pages 526-1309
and Location
III. Wing Parametric Variations - Incidence Data plot pages 1310-1804
and Dihedral
IV. Surface Effectiveness, Model Buildup Data plot pages 1805-2207




The baseline model was a 0.015-scale modified version of the McDonnell Douglas
model 256-14 booster configuration which was designed by NSRDC to allow the
following variations in geometry: canard vertical location, size and incidence
angle; wing- vertical-location,- size, -incidence angle, dihedral angle and vari-
able wing tip fins; and dorsal fin size. A sketch of the baseline model is
shown in Figure 2. In addition to the geometrical variations, the model had
deflectable elevons, canard trailing edge flaps, dorsal fin rudders, and wing
tip rudders. Deflection angles were obtained by replacing the control sur-
face with a separate surface set to the desired angle. A typical model in-
stallation is shown in Figure 3 for configuration BlC2FlWlVl with an aileron
control deflection of 20 degrees.
Four pressure ports were used for measuring the base pressures, and were located
as shown in Figure 4. Measurements from the pressure ports were used to cal-
culate the base drag coefficient.
To ensure a turbulent boundary layer, artificial transition strips were applied
as shown in Figure 5. Wing, body and canard grit size were calculated by the
method of Braslow and Know for a tunnel Reynolds number of 2 x 106 per foot.
Model Components Tested
B1 = Baseline MDAC booster body (length = 3.453 ft)
B2 = Baseline MDAC booster body (length = 3.06 ft)
Wl = Baseline booster wing (planform area = 1.355 ft2 )
W2 = Alternate high aspect ratio wing (planform area = 1.148 ft2)
V1 = Booster wing tip vertical fin (planform area = 0.226 ft2 )




Model Component Tested (Con't)
D1 = Booster large dorsal fin
D2 = Booster small dorsal fin
D3 = Booster small dorsal fin
C1 = Booster large canard
C2 = Booster small canard
C3 = C2 with Fl portion removed
Fl = Canard trailing edge control surface for C1 (20% chord exposed area)
F2 = Canard trailing edge control surface for C1 (40% chord exposed area)
F3 = Canard flap, F2 for C2 with Fl portion removed
For detailed information on the above components refer to the model component










/See Data Collation Sheets for a comp e e list of combinations tested.
See Data Collation Sheets for a complete list of combinations tested.
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The test program was conducted in the NSRDC 7 x 10-foot transonic wind
tunnel, which is a closed-loop, continuous flow tunnel with a Mach number
range from M = 0.30 to M = 1.20 at simulated altitudes from sea level to
40,000 feet. Reynolds number can be varied between 1 x 10 and 3 x 106 per
foot by adjusting the settling chamber total pressure.
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TABLE I., SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMENC-LATU
COEFF[CIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
C1 Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn -- Yawing Moment -- .---  CYN CLN CLN
L/D. Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF- CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A




TEST A/$DC .3110 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
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This section includes a description of the data reduction accomplished
by NSRDC and by SADSAC
For SADSAC
A six-component strain gauge balance was used to measure the force and moment
data for this test (see Figure 1 for axis system orientation); four base pres-
sures were also measured but only two were used to calculate the base axial
force coefficient (CAB). Reference data utilized to reduce the measured data
to coefficient form are listed below:
Sref = Wing W1 planform area = 1.355 ft 2
Iref = lref = Body B1 length = 41.436 in
The moment reference point (MRP) for all data in which B1 was tested is 31.14
inches aft of the fuselage nose, on the lateral centerline and 0.225 inch
above the vertical centerline of the model. The MRP for all data in which B2
was tested is 26.64 inches aft of the nose, on the lateral centerline, and
0.225 inch above the model vertical centerline.
Data submitted to SADSAC were CN, CA, CIM, CBL, CYN1, CY, CL, CD, L/D, CAB, CAF,
BP(1), and BP(3); BP(l) and BP(3) are base pressure coefficients applicable to
base pressure tubes 1 and 3 (see Figure 4). The base axial force coefficient
(CAB) was calculated as listed below:




Al = total area of 10 nozzles at the throats = 0.0121 ft2
A2 = total area of 10 nozzles at the nozzle exits minus the total
throat area (Al) I
A3 = total base area minus Al and A2
A3 = 0.1312 ft2 for high wing
A3 = 0.1372 ft2 for low wing
By SADSAC
A request for incremental effects of control deflection required additional
processing of the basic data by SADSAC. Coefficient data was obtained at
even values of angle of attack (a = -2, 0, 4, 6, 8 and 10° ) and then used
to determine the difference between the datasets, i.e. (CN)6 e=1 0 - (CN)-e=O .
Incremental data were obtained for the following coefficients: CL, CIM, CD,
L/D, CYN, CBL, and CY.
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SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTED
CcFIGURATCW C(EFFICIENT
VARIABLE CINFIGURATION OCIDITIONS FIXED SCHEIJLE PAGES






























































































































































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
COMFIGURATIOW COREFICIET
VARIABLE CONFIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED SCHEBLE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Canard Size WiVi 30 7.660 1 - 30 2 A 100-107
Canard Size WlVi 30 7.660 1 - 30 2 B 108-110
Canard Position W1V1 30 7.660 2 02 30 - A 111-118
Canard Position WlV1 30 7.660 2 2 30 - B 119-121
Canard Incidence W1V1 30 7.660 2 02 - 2 A 122-129
Canard Incidence WlVi 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 B 130-132
Canard Size W1V1 00 .7.660 .2 - 30 1 A 133-140
Canard Size W1V1 0° 7.660 2 - 30 1 B 141-143
Canard Incidence WlVi 0° 7.660 2 C2 1 A 144-151
Canard Incidence wilV 00 7.66° 2 C2 1 B 15'-154
Canard Size W1V1 °0 7.660 2 C2 30 1 A 155-162
Canard Size W1Vl 00 7.660 2 C2 30 1 B 163-165
Canard Incidence WiVl 00 7.660 2 C2 - 1 A 166-173
Canard Incidence WlVl 00 7.66° 2 C2 - 1 B 174-176
Canard Size Wlvi 30 7.660 2 - 30 1 A 177-184
Canard Size WVli 30 7.660 2 - 30 1 B 185-187




VARIABLE CCUIGURATION O(eDITIONS FIXED SCIEWLB PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CDPOS
Canard Incidence WV1i 3° 7.66° 2 C2 30 1 A 188-195
Canard Incidence WiVl 30 7.660 2 C2 30 1 B 196-198
Canard Size W1 30 7.660 2 - 3 2 A 199-206
Canard Size W1 30 7.660 2 - 30 2 B 207-209
Canard IncJidence W1 3° 7.660 2 C2 2 A 210-217
Canard IncJ.dence W1 30 7.660 2 C2 - 2 B 218-220
Canard Size Wi 0° 7.660 1- 15° 1 A 221-228
Canard Simze Wi °00 7.660 1 - 150 1 B 229-231
Canard Posi.tion W1i 00 7.660 1 C2 150 - A 232-239
Canard Position W1 00 7.660 1 C2 150 - B 240-242
Canard Size! W1 00 7.660 1 - 150 2 A 243-250
Canard Size W1 0° 7.660 1 - 150 2 B 251-253
Canard Position W1 00 7.660 2 C2 150 - A 254-261
Canard Position W1 00 7.660 2 C2 150 - B 262-264
Canard Size W1 30 7.660 1 - 150 1 A 265-272
Canard Size! Wi 30 7.660 1 - 150 1 B 273-275
Canard Position W1 30 7.660 1 C2 150 - A 276-283
Canard Position Wi 30 7.660 1 C2 150 - B 284-286
0.




VARIABLE CONFIGURATICI CONDITIONS FIXED SCHEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ IYCII, DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CIDPOS
Canard Size W1 3° 7.66° 1 - 15 - A 287-294
Canard Size W1 3° 7.66° 1 - 15° - B 295-297
Canard Position Wi 30 7.66 1 C2 15 - A 298-305
Canard Position W1 30 7.66° 1 C2 15 - B 306-308
Canard Size W1 3 7.66° 2 - 15 1 & 2 A & B 309-352
Canard Position Wl 0° & 3 ° 7.66" 1 & 2 Cl 3J & 15° 1 & 2 A & B 353-440
Canard Incidence Wi 00 & 30 7.66 ° 1 & 2 Cl - & 2 A & B 441-528
Wing Size - 0° & 3° 7.66" 1 C2 3 & 15 1 & 2 A & B 529-616
Wing Size - 0° & 3° 7.66° 2 C2 3 & 15 1 & 2 - A &-B 617-704
Wing Size - 0° & 3° 7.66 1 Cl 3 & 15 1 & 2 A & B 705-792
Wing Size 0° & 3 7.66 ° 2 Cl 3° & 15° 1 & 2 A & B - 793-880




Wing Location WlVl 30 7.66° - C2 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1002-1133
WV2
. . , W1 , . ..i
I
.4-~




VARIABLE CHFIGURAICI C(JDITIOIS FIXED SCHEDULE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIfD DINDRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC CNDPOS
Wing Location WVl 0° 7.660 - Cl 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1134-1221
1W1V2
Wing Location IWlV1 30 7.660 - Cl 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1222-1309
jW1V2
Wing Incidence W1V1 - 7.660 1 & 2 C1 & C2 30 & 15° 1 & 2 A& B 1310-1485
Wing Incidence W1V2 - 7.660 1 & 2 C1 & C2 30 & 150 1 & 2 A & B 1486-1661
Wing Incidence W2 - 7.660 1 & 2 C2 3° & 15° 1 & 2 A & B 1662-1738
Wing Dihedral V1 00 & 30 - 1 C2 30 1 & 2 A & B . 1739-1804
W1V2
FW2
Elevon Deflection WlVl 0° 7.66° 1 C2 & 3° 1 A & B 1805-1848
Off
Wing Tip Rudder Deflection W1Vl 00 7.66' 1 C2 & 30 1 A & B 1849-1854
Off
Dorsal Fin |W1Vl 00 7.660 1 C2 3° 1 A & B 1855-1876
W1V2
Canard Flap Deflection W1Vl 00 7.66° 1 C2 30 1 A & B 1877-1898
and Size & Off
Canard Effectiveness WlV1 0° 7.660 1 C2 30 1 A & B 1899-1964
& Off
Aileron EfY'ectiveness W1V1 00 7.660 1 C2 & 3° 1 A & B 1976-2074
Off




VARIABLE CC FIGURATION CONDITIONS FIXED SCEambLE PAGES
WNDSIZ INCIDW DINDIRL WNGPOS CNDSIZ INCIDC C(NDPOS
Elevon Effectiveness W1V1 0° 7.66 ° 1 C2 & 30 1 C 2075-2090
Off
Rudder Effectiveness W1V1 0° 7.66° 1 C2 & 3° 1 D 2091-2102
Off
Canard Effectiveness WiVi 0° 7.66° 1 C2 30 1 E 2103-2126
Aileron Effectiveness W1V1 00 7.66 1 C2 & 3 1 F 8127-2180
Off




(A) ON, CA, CLM, CL, CD, L/D & CAB vs. ALPHA
CIM vs. CL
(B) CBL, CYN & CY vs. BETA
(C) DCL, DCIX, DCD & DL/D vs. ELEVTR
(D) DCYN, DCBL, DCY, DC DCIM, & DL/D vs. RUDDER
(E) DCL, DCIX, DCD & DL/D vs. CANARD
(F) DCYI, DCBL, DCY, DCD, DCIM & DL/D vs. AILRON
(G) CBL, CYR & CY vs. ALPHA
--\
Notes:
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability












Fig';re 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle
7., t- 




S = 0.225 ft 2
e
B 1 4.095 ft-






























Note: Grit is Carborundum
All strips are 1/8" wide
---O .31t-1 at
Fig.&.- Typical Transition Grit Installation on Body, Wing and Canard
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC












































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC







































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC









Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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TALE X.
MODEL COMPONENT:







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





























Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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TABLE XII.
?I ef o, w I. ( C.. \ ' .z . I .s - . ¢ ,
TABLE XIII. '
MODEL COMPONENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: -E -11.114 I_1t .4- ; ACX.( O .. (





















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT: C 3






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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TABLE XV.
MODEL COMPONENT: F' 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ?',:, R.. J 4- .......... ', -Jc ..., ,c,. .







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. Chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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TABLE XVI,
MODEL COMPONENT: r- F C rC C tJA "... I- C. -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: / '
Xo Aor4o







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
FULL-SCALE
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Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




































Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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TAIE XIX.
MODEL COI4PONENT: F 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: C C, Fl"? ,_
C2 t ;· ~r3: kva o1 p".-4rtz i r ir e< -e.}eJ







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
Q PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, psf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
CP pressure coefficient; (p-po)/q
69
NaMENCLATURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
Sref SREF reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF)
Tref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis



























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis















CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS





CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS lref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref






CL CL lift force coefficient; F JqS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD/qS
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My, /qS lref
FCx, CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
COn CLN yawing moment coefficient; Mz,s/qS bref
Cg CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX s/qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CT/CD





horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees







































trailing edge to the left
trailing edge down
trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down























CNDPOS CNDPOS canard vertical position (l=high, 2=low)
WNGPOS WNGPOS wing vertical position (l=high, 2=low)
1itW INCIDW wing incidence angle, positive when trailing
edge down; deg.
SW DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg.
ic INCIDC canard incidence angle, positive when
trailing edge down; deg.
ACL DCL incremental lift coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACD DCD incremental drag coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
AcX DCLM incremental pitching moment coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs.
AL/D DL/D incremental lift drag ratio, algebraic
difference of two runs.
ACY DCY incremental side force coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs.
ACn DCYN incremental yawing moment coefficient,
algebraic difference of two runs. Body
axis system.
ACI DCBL incremental rolling moment coefficient,




A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data
and those created in arriving at the plotted material
quently, is available as an addendum to this report.
made up in two sections:
sets, both original
to be presented subse-
The tabular listing is
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.






If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
W. R. Morgan
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division










_ __ . _ , I1_. _ .
LT I Wt
c·~-- -- j -1-t-- --P ----- -<---.
0 6 -4 -2 o 2 4 I10 2.
',
i
14 16 a 20 22 24 26
DATA SE; SYMBOL
(R.42 l 00 p
{ RN2D33 
NACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CCSIFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRDC-310,N$SFC/LH5C BOOSTER BiCF lWI Vl






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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2 4 6 a 10 s2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
R oBC2FIWIV1 3.000 1.0 0 0.000































- 0 - 6 4 a 2 4 to 12 14 16 18 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL











1 .00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 4 - 2 0 Z 4 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK,
CONCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INC
NSRDC-310U,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIUIV1 3.
NSRDC-3110,ISFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI 3.
10 12 14 6s
ALPHA, DEGREES
CIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
.000 .o0 Oo.000 1.000












LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ =tt~j'; lt
.r i _ 
__.
-e -
T *.. F. 
- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 I 10 12 14 16 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCC INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF























































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
' I I r II iii
S[ -C|i1 l-; jr1r~ ~;; 1if -fi-Ii
9to -.- - ------ -- $ { | l -.
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INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
------ -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I. -- -- 
w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 
_ . .... _ .......
16 A8 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION vESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311G, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FIlW1I
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
0.361
INCIDC CNOFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.








































4 10 12 14




TERIST!CS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
i , I i ' I ' ' ' 1 ~ I r-· I · e i I ~ ~ w I,· w , T · v F , 1. w i I f f i I I ~ I I ', '--l--
'~~~~~
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. .. _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~











NSRDC-310D,NMSFCLNMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWl Vl






1.4 1.6 1.8 2.O
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES






















Q NRDC-5110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 0IC2FIWIV¥
NRDC-311 ONFC/LHSC BOOSTER slC2FI WI VI
ACH O.a 0301
- 2 0 2 4 4





1 .00 SREF 1.3550 : SQ.FT.













































;~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I . ._ . __--I-
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I :I____
_I. 
_ _ _ . __ g _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
_____"
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _] _ 
L~___
__ __ . _ ____~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4 -12 10 - -6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS JNCIDW
NSRDC-311C,kSFC/LMSC BOOSTER EICZFIWVIV 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1C2FINlVi 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
6 8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.









































6 .4 . - 2 4 6 S
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
.R B1C2FW1VS 3.000 1.000 0.000 .O000










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
All~~~/A
g~~~~~~~~~g
.. - - b--- - --- - -- -- 
I~~ 
0 - -4 - e' O E 4 A 10 P 9 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CCOF16URATIC( DOECARPTION
NO8DC-9111,DNW FC/L4C D9003TR 031CEJWIVA
NORDC-3110,14FC/LN¢C 00ODtgR OICRFIJWIVI
a1 ' I
INCIOC CNDPOO INCIDW WNGP08
19.000 1.000 0.000 1.000




RNs03?) 2,. tOp7 )
0.r70
O0 ae 84 to
REFREcNCE INFORMATION
$REF J .3950 S.PT.



































IJUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA -o




t R2037 ) 5
MACH
- 6 - 4 -' 
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311t', FC/LHSC BOOSTER UIC2FIU
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW
4 10 12 14
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW
i1Vl 15.000 1.000 0.000
VI 1- 15.000 00 3.000
0.379
1 6 1s 20 2z 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























t~~~~~~~~uT T LX~~.--. _. __ ~~.
X D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. I aV 
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 311O0 BETA = O










NSRDC-3110,NSFC/L4SC BOOSTER BIC2FI IVI
0.379
10 12 14 16 1s




15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF











































rUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
4 - 2 O
I I , Ir
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22






NlRCC-311 ,HSSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1






1.OOD SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.



























r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / f i f· , _ .
/~ ./ .
P- -- 3/ { -- -- 
F]I ! 








.20 -_ - _ _ 
- .
. __ _ _ e -- _ v -__- __ _ __
.45 _ ..... _- . -I
- a - G 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
16 18 20 22 24 26
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOM DESCRIFTIOC
(RN20G5) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI
(RNZ03?) Z NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER OICZFIWIVl
NMACH 0.379
INCIOC CNDCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.0DG0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000D 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






























NORDC-31120,D FC/LMDC 8OOTER S1CEFIWIVI
0.370
06 so it 14





1.000 5REF 1.35D0 30.FT.




ZMRP U.2 o*0 IZN:HE 
SCALE I .5000 PELICNT
PAGE 1326
: ::::::--.::_














In. BFTA = 0t, J vi i ,i./ i ~. U~T/,. I , .l tJIqi. u I y I..vl'lv/J i %/./,1l&. .l t wll'llrkO I f,.liv ,i v -.r8v I ,i lb~t' ItV tiW l|r & v.




, . ^ e........e ............ ......... L ,....... ..... ........
f0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - f ' o 2 4 6 8 0 t2 X4 26 t6 20 22 Z4 26~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ANGLE OF ATTACKO ALPHAO DEGREES
CATA SET SYM0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNo05os ) NSRDC-3110,mSFCXLMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWlVI
I(NZ.037) NSRDC-3110DMSFC/ LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
nA CH 0.379
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
T~~~~(-- -T
.~~~~~~~~~ 
_ _ ~ ' I'
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.o0 .2
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYMBOL .SONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIOC CNDPFOS INCIDW
(RNOos5) NISRDC-3110,JSFC/L$MC BOOSTER BIC1FIWlV1 15.000 1.000 0.000lRN2G37) 2 NSR)C-3O10,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWVIV 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.379
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























LLMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
~ 1-. "-i- ,-- -i __ .... T___. 'r 






___ _ __ X_
__ __ _ _ _ _ _~.f-t ___ __ _
. -.
_ .....--- :1- .... i





-10 - a 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.- _ = = _ ==~~i- _,-=-=_
_._~~~ ~. : _ .: , _ __ _





- _ _ __ _ ....... _ __ -_ ... _
............... . .~ I .I . . ...










-6 -4 - 0 2. 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
-R BIC2FIwIVl 15.000 1.000 D.0DD0
R B1 CFIWIVI 15.000 1.000D 3.000
0.360
6 8 10 12 14 16
I WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.D00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES












































1 -. 10 
-
-.-s
-62 -10 - -8 - 4 - 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RNZD06) NSRDC-3I11DNSFC/ALSC BOOSTER BICiFIWIVI 15.000 1.OO0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550. SQOFT.





MACH 0.360 :SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1331
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31I0. BETA= 0
I I I It I ! i ~ i i i J ......... i J ! I !'j
.... i ....... !
~
13




















2 4 6 8 S 12' 1'4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW
ER BICZFII Vl 3.00D 2.000 0.000














































I MCr/Mccr DPrncTED CTIlnv IPrITTllnTkIA rIuADAPTrCD TCTTrC kICDnr 11ln n D[FTA = niJL,/l IMt, DUUL ILI LKIUUI o LUNIUI IUINII1L IN/ll.I lILl-IIl llUo I1)JIUL, iJ11U9 LCLI - U
1; I iIikIIIII~ I ~ I TII I I I X!ii
__~~~~~~ _. "_ __ ___'
I ~.~ ~  F I
. . . . . . . . .
4i6 12 14 is I a zz 4
_ _ _














INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































_-, - l) - O -4 -_ 0 _ 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL COCNFIGURATI(ON DE5CRIPTION
(RN20eg) Q NBRDC-SI1Dl:MFC/LM&C BOOSTER 1BC2F1WV.I
IRN2201A ) LI NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LM8C BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
MACN 0.301
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 .0OD0 SREF 1.3550 8Q.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
o - 0 -6 -4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16






NSRDC-31I0, SFC/LLNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVJ
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
































-S I8 O20 22 24 Z6
T_ _. ; _ _ __ _ __ __ J..... _ :iwf wIi iIi iii ii·iii iii iii ii
_~ ~~ /,, / " __'
: 0 0 









: ~ J ,









I :.I 2041 )
MACH
L-1
- 6 - 4 - a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is






INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.ODD 2.000 0.000 1.000 BREF 1.35510 $Q.FT.













































I -l L -- - -I I -_- I
/
/
IiEI 1 1 1 1 I _.1 -7,




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2D09) Q NSDiC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 81C2FIWIVI
















































-6 -4 - 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1t 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
NSRCC-E1 'i,N3FC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 VO.000 1.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlVI 3.000 2.o00 3.0oD0 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 4:.o43G0 iNCHES
XHRP 31 .1400 INCHES
YNRP O.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 0.2250 INCHES
V...9. ZHR F SCALE 1. 5OO PERCNT
PAGE 1338
I I ...
I I- ~ ~I~ . .1
O.301
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY' LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSP NSRDC 3110' BETA = 0
_- ,_ _ _ _ _ _r _ _ . _.; _ _ _ _ _ _ ' '_ _ _ w I "' I i ie. " i! I t I I ~~i~-
I|i-- -tf1 1r rrr T -r-- 1T ~11jVi w--- - i:- i-i
·t ,,..tX
2























































LMISC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
0~~~' I I l, I I I I I I I I I , ., , ,-,, ,,,,I , , I , I I , I ,, - I I , I-
'N~~ i
.~~~~~~~ · ,,.. .
.. .
. .L
I ~. -- -- - - .
-.-tg -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SY$BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2O10) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMNSC BOOSTER BIC2FJWIVI
(RNZD4Z) NSRDC-3110,"SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1
MACH








1.000 SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES










































































-~~~~~ " " ' I-- -
:~~~~~~~~~~~ _
- - - - - - - - o~~~~~~~~~
-14
DATA SET SYMBOL
C R321042 ) N
NAC 
-12 -10 - - 4
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICFI WI VI
0.3D2
- 2 0 6 a 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
JNCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.





























TUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDOC311
- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA 9 DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
ER BIC2FIWXlVI 3.000 2.000 0.000






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.









-. 25- .s -14 - -0 -.
-*G -14 -i2 -iO - a -
I . . . . . . !
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERI:STICS9 NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0
.~~~ ,'. .. ; .,- ; , ;~ "''... ;",~ ,, I r~ ,i ;% , , ?;r----
- - - - - Z f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
L.- --- ------ -
_~~~ t, j/ S__ 
- a - 0 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14





16 18 20 22 24 2S
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.












































-to - a -_ -4
.. . . ... " I- 1T
- 2 D 2 8 10 12 14





INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















































- 6 - 4 - g O 4 6 8 10 12 14 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW W;
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER EBCZFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 0.000 1
NSRDC-3J10 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW ViI 15.000 2.000 3.000 1
O.38Z
NGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
15.000 2.000 0.000. 1.0030 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
:: . · ·
LMSC/MSFC RBOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA 0 
i ii ii Ji i~ i; ,-- -,I-r -r- f-- w i~~T 1 --'i- ir -r -w-- i -- ; --v-i - -vi -v-- ti i- -~ir i y r ti-i r- *il-Nr~'
"~~~~ -
-- - - - X - --:
- --- I- ----- -- ___ -- __ __
-t - i - - - -- - -~ _ r _ __
-t + < t - -~~~~~~~//




0 2 4 10 14 16 18 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATIOtN DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1
NSRDC-3110,I SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW
15.000 2.000 0.000
15.000 2.000 3. Oit0
0.382
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.DOD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













































RRMNZ0135 fi N2o45) L
= 0
. , , _ . ._
= A__; S tSSTT~
_ -__ _S z _ __ ___ _ < __- __~~~~~~~











i 4 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGFOS
:R BIC2FI WI V 15 000 2 . l D.00 1.000
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 311O0 BETA = Of e-r i- 1 i-- [ -1--r -r- T .-r-r- . r- , [ -[ , ]-] [, [ J T 1 1 T ;-i- -r-r-r -rr
.-IEf Fes _ o I -
_ _I _ _ _ e _ _ _ I _
- - ___ - 2~~~~
- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 8 1(0 12 14 16 18 20 24 26
SYMBOL CONFIGUJRATION DESCRIPTION
n3 NSRDC-3I1C ,SFC/LoSC BOOSTER
NS=DC-3110MISFC/LMSC BOOSTER
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA9 DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
 BICZFlWl V 15.000 2.000 0.OO0
 BICZFlWIV1 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.582
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.













































i sw 1~wI~i·iiii 'l f w i i gww iI~! -'f~-I 
I ++
·tXt ~,
-0.4 -D0. 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIFT
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFPTION
RN2013 D NSRDC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWIVI
(RN2045) NSRDC-3110 HSFC/L4SC 00OSTER IC2FIWIVI
MA CH 0.382
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4.
COEFFICIENT CL
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW '4NGPOS REF
15.000 2.D 0000 o. '0 -- r























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREESf -- r --si -r--- --- -,- -- +ir- -i-- -r- r-r-r -s-
: ~--- - -
___ __ - - - --
4 --4  -. i-- - '- ......













6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
Rt B1CZFIWIV1 15.000 2. 0)0 0.000
R BIC2FIWIV1I 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0DO SREF 1.3550 S0.FT.
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- - - - -- - - ---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- - - - - - - - - - -~, , .
_~~~~~ · . . .. .........











10 12 14 16
WiiCFOS KEFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RNZ014I L NSR0C-311O;-SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- a - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTZON
(RN2017) Q NSRDC-31IC,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1




3. OE t . L000
0.382
.1
s18 20 22 24 26
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0,000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSP NSRDC 3110.' BETA = 0
























-So 4 B 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
RN2017)P NSRDC-31JYOSNFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000












-- ~~~~ . ~ , i -, i ' .ii,,itiI,,,;,i- r I r7-
-~~~~~ 1 
h S /{ : :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
_ __ __ _7/
_ _ _ :- r _~~~~~,



















- 6 -4 - 0 4 60 a i it 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGCRATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
aSRDC-311D, HSFC/LSC BOOSTER BZC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.DDD 0.000 Z.000
NSRDC-311DNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 3.000 1.000 $.000 2.000
o.30Z
REFERENCE INFORMATION



































2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGCF
ER 8IC2FIWIV1 3.000 1.000 D.000 2.0
*R BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 1.000 3.000 2.C
FOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS# NSRDC 3110. BETA = 
F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ._ . . ._ .
__ 
/S _ _ .
... ., . ,.,v
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:.. _ , _t,_
14 o6 1 2E0 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DOSCRIPTION .NCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/L&SC BOOSrER. BICZFlWIVI. 3.000 1 .000 0.0DD
NSRDC-3110HNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1 3.000 1.000 3.00O
0.362
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ _ __ -; _ ._  _. _ .__..,._. lw--_,_.... __._...,. g ·t
__, _. _ _.___
_ __ / '___ _ 
. l t t 
_ _ _ _ _~~~l 
_ _t// 
: .- ... <'_ 




- 6 - 4 - 2 01 2 L . 4 . 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
16 is 20o 22 24
DATA SET SYHOOL










INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_~~~~~~~~~~ _I 
- - 6
- 4 - g 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
16· 18 o2 22 24 a6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN201T) NSRDC-3110tNSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
(RN2049J 5R NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCEFIWIVI
MACH
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000









































































NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI WI V
NSROC-3S10,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIVl
0.302
INCIDC (NDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
(RN2/8B) Q NSRDC-3211';t:SFC/LNSC BOOSTEl BIC2FIWIVI 3.oDO
n
1 .000 0.000
(RN0o50) NSROC-31D,14SFC/LPSC BCOSTE BICFIlWIVI '3.000 .000D 3.000
HACH o.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
e.000 SREF 1.3550 Sb.FT.
2.0OO LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES
- YMRP 0.0000 INCHES














0 - -- -
-. 040
-15 -14 -12 -10 - -6 -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ*OJI) R NSRDC-3ll*:MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFlWlV'lt
RN2D50) , NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2Fl/WVl
A CH 0.361
- 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
P ANGLEo BETAD DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































( RNZO50 ) 
MA CH
14 -12 -10 - - o -4
SIDE SLI
CO#NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDCr-311U lMFC/LMSC sCSTER B1CZ2FWIVI
NSRDC-3110N SFC/L:,;C COSTER BICZFIWlWVI
0. 51
- 2 0 2 4 6





2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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I Mer/Mrrr nArMTyrn rTIinM I llrl2rPTIIrTNlAI rlluA" PTflrDTrTl'r lFnP" '" f1A DCTA - n
IbU/FPL~t UUMbINK 5UUT9 LUMUlUINI/AL LAMAKtitll llb3o bDKUL JIMu, OFn- U
f f - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Y I  i
! '[
_ .__ _I..........
.. .. a 4 a I 4 6 a 10 12 14 ~ 16 _t. _ 24
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- . . [ ...L......,.....,..,...|..I 
aiO -'o - G - 4 - 2 ° 2 4 6 b lO %2 %4 ,16 %8 2 ZO 2 24 Z6
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(RN2OZI1 ) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
(RNZ053) NSRDC-31%O,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
ANGLE OF. ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCROS INCIDW
R BIC2FlJIVl 15 .00 1.000 0.000
R iCZFIWIV1 15 .000 1.000 3.000
0. 38
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNAT1ON
2.000U SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 
r- t I K--
_ _
r 
- 6 4 - 0 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-31I0.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlVI
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 1BC2FIWl V
12.502
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0O0 1.000 0.1000 2.000 SREF 1.5550 SC.FT.

























-. 04 L 
-10
DATA SET SYMBOL




LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0





.0 - .- .-..
.10S - - _-- - - - -_ .j, :.
olOL .,~ 
-. o0 ,
-10 3 - 6 - 4 8 10 14 18 20 24 26







NSROC-31 0, NSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER B1 C2FIWI V
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.0. 000 0..ODD O  2.DD
























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
! ! i ! I ! · I T ! r' ! , . "dId II. T I ! t ! I, t ! , . ! I I i J1 !I" " r-'!!I
...... ~ // .- 
_~~.. ... . ......... _ _
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 . 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








INCIDC CNDPOS INCI OW FUNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00J I.OO 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 7, 7- ---
_ _ w _ ·_! r _· ___--
16 1s 20 2Z 24 26









INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.I00- 0.001 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































- 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNrPOS INCIOW WNH
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFW1VI . 15.000 1.000 0.000 2Z
NSROC-3110.MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.
0.332
GPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 SREF .3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE I .5o' O PERCNT
PAGE 1370
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 31 D O BETA = O
~ilTlil-rfll|111 -Irl-,-,T-Tr 
- -' -l l -!~ - ~--
IXX W4Wll
t -40 -1- - - - - -








0 - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CCONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION






16 20 22 24
WNGCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.e 2.0
DATA SET SYMBOL
( RNSO!t )











2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























......._. _ ..... _-
. . _ ___'_S~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.I.
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA DEGREES
_ · _ _ _ [_ _ _[ _ [1 '1·,-i[. _ i~ "; r 'I ; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;_ _, _~ _ _ ~ t . I , . w · t i
- . . . . . . . . . . . . _
..... _ , , , ,,
X = X STWT
_ _ > S s _ _
_ _ . _ _ s _ _ _
_ __ _ . _ : + _
_. _ _ _,
___ __ _ __
_w_ __ _ _ __ __ _ _.S ._ _,
_ _ _ __ __ _S _ _ _





SIDE SLIP ANGLE 9 BET
CONFIGUIATICN CESCRIPTION INCODC
NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIJIV1 15.0P0







2.000 SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.










































-16 -14 -10 6 - 4 -2 4 6 10
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110o ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
J 
; ... F 
S~~~~




-10 - - 6 -4 - 2 0 8 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
ER BIC2FldlVl 15.000 1.000 0.000

















































DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATIONC DESCRIPTION
(RN2022) Q NSRDC-3110IISC/LMSC BOOSTE




LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- .__n _ ....
___ ___ _ _  .. _ ____ .. _

























































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
. I ! i ~ ; i ., 11 i J l . * . * l. I I Irr I_ * rl * lT - rs * i ! *, r-i . ,_-f ,,~TI- -F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-j_ -7 I - _ - 4
_  _ _ _. . ___ - __. II _
- 0 - -4 -2 6 a .10 14 16 16 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA F T SYMBOL
(RN2057 *
MACH
CONFI GURA TION DESCRI PTION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFtIWIVI
NSRDC-3110,"SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FI Wl Vl
0.382
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.OGJ 2.000 0.0D0 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























































( RN205 7 )
HACH
I . . . I -_ - - I-..1 .z L 'JA ' 
'. 







NSRCC-I1O,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCZFl WVl
0.382
6 a tO 12 I4 16 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHAP DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.S550 SQ.FT.
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< ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I-
D~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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JNCIPC CNOPOS INCICW WNGPOS
.3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
3.00. 2.0G0 3.000 2.000
0.362



































_ ___ _ _ _ /t........ 
. -- / z_ -L 
__z/ 2_X
_ tS s . _ _ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DATA SET SYO7OL
( RN205 ) Q
MACH
8 56 - - a 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CCOFIGURATIOH DESCRIPTION
HSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC 8OOSTER BIC2fi WI V
NSRDC-31I0,ISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW1VI
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
3.000 2 .00 0.000
3.000 2.000 3. 000
0.382
16 18 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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2 4 6 a 10 12 14 i6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIOW WNG
R BICFXtWI l 3 . DO 2.OD0 0.000 2.
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_.... A . . . -A . L. . . . I . .L. A . . . .. _. . ... I . . . I .L . ¶. L. . I . . . . I . . I . . I I
6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,D SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
NSROC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIVl






16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS° NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0











NSRGC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F'I 1 '/
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FINWVI





16 IB 20 22 24 26
INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






























- G O 4
0.302
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARAC
-. 20
-o ..
TERISTICSo NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
~ i * r i"' * ff w * i *" [ - * * * i * I * * * li' f i w ' ' w 1 ' ~ ~ ;ii
_. . ... _.. .. __. _ , _
_ __ _ __ __ 
__ 
I'














2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICSO NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
w . .r. I ,-r- .; r' , , i ' rT Tr o . . s r r_ 
T_ _ _ 
__ '. '" __ _' _, 
_ ~~.. ..... ___ 
. ... tI, I ' "--
_ _ L__=- _ == = = = ==~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-l2 -o1 - 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTION
(RNZoZ6) I NSRDC-3110 ,SFC/ LMSC BOOS1
(RNZ056) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSI
nACH 0.351
- G - t -^ 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
iER BICgFI W1 Vl
IETR 81CFFIWIVI
WNOPOS
3. 00 2.000 0.000 2.000
3.0D0 2.D00 3.000 2.000














































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .- .
~~~~~~~_ _____ 
____--t-K. ii--- - . _
K__ _ _  ____
~_ _--i _ __ 
-14 -12 -10 - 6 - 4 0 4 6 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
COIFIcURaATlIN/ DESCRIPTICN
NSRDC-3110jSFC/LNSC B005STER BIC2FIW!V1





INCIJW WHEGPGS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.0c0 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.
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14 -12 -s0 - O
- 6 - 4 -2 0
S I DE SL I P ANGLE.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION












8 10 12 14 lC
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0DD SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.























Z 1.2 - _
U
1.0 










-sO -,is -O -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONlfIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN029DZ) m NSRC-3I110t SFC/L. SC BOOSTER 81CFI*WLVI(RNZ061S ) NSRDC-3110, NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlbWIVi
NACH 0.330
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.O000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
i,,~~~ ,i --
_I _7 
_ _ ,7 s v -/ _~~
_r 
_ _ ._ n ;7 _ _
.- : ___ 
___ . _. _/__
I0 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26







NSRDC-31I0 MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FlWlVl
INCIDC CNDFOS INCJDW WNGPOS
I5.00o0 2.000 .000 . 2.0































































6 a 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW
15 .00 2.000 0.000
15.000 2.000 3.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.DD0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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3 10 12 14 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
i5.0CO 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31109 BETA = 0
-rr ,v-r .-- i _,v-~ -v__- .-_ _i- , _;_- v;ri _v-v- *vv- rvv-i -v---- -.-vv r - --- v -v----i- - -r-s-r 1~Tv
.- ~~~~~~ _1i___ __
_ , _k .....
_ _ _ . _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ i/ -
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-0 --90 a













2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.










































2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ARN2029I NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC.l_
(RNZ 6i) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIh
MACH D.381
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
;iVI 15.000 2.00D o0.00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDC
R BIC2FIIWVl 15.000P 2.000 0.000






000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































~, ~ ~ * i w t- ; i i .iiJ",iI ,"l~~i p.i ;rf i. 
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2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, .DEGREES
TION . INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
BOOSTER B C2FI WS V 15.000 2.000 0.o000




















- -4 -2 0 2 4 6





INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00O 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 1e 14 16 I - 0o
A= 0
24












1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BET
26
T~~'' , ,i,,l ,,T ,., ,i, , , *o Trw,, il Ill._ r ri ,,,
_I _ /f 
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W WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
l1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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.2 . 4 6 10 12 14 t6 t. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES,
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFI
R BICIFlUWtI S.OO 1.D0D O.oDOD D.000 SREF











































15C/MSEC 8DOSlEE 51UUT, LON[JITUUI NAL -[;HAKA[,l KI/51 I , Nb-KU[ JI IU. ~LI = -U
m . f rli g ,,, ~i i~' gw i TIT ffw I ' 'iw l 
. ___ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _,~~~~~~~~~~
,.- / .. _ __





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
NSRCC-310 M,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER B1.CIFIFWI V 3.000 1.000D ,.000 1.000






































-1SO - 4 -e -4 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYnBOL Co4FIGURATION DESCRIPTICO
¢RNDO65) 0 'NSROC-3J5D0,SFC/LRSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
¢RNZ97?) N RDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BClFlW IVl
NACH '0.381
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDC WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.























2 4 6 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPH
INCIvDC 
;R BICIFIWIVI . 3.000
'R BICtCFIWl VI 3.00OU
NACH
12 14 16 s 20
HA. DEGRFES
CNDPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF J.3550 sQ.FT.
1.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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id .20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.O00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110, BETA













































1.4 t.6 1.8 ,2.0
DS REFERENCE INFORMATION
30 SREF 1.3550 So.FT.










































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW
NSROC-31J I,MSFC/LHsC BOOSTER BitCFl WlVl¥ 3.00on 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110. SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCFI WI V 3.0DD 1.00oo 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE. INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
;_ i i _ i _ i i _; _ . __ i _. i_. i ;_ _ _ "_ _ _ _' _ i _ i "i _ _ _ _'I t m i .I ! T t I 
.... . _ IR__
~~~~~~~~~~~. .___
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-6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNOFOS INCICW
R 81CIFIWIVI 3.00 D 1.000 0.000D
:R BlCIF ilVI 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.361
5 a8 10








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0
U
.10 








-.15 !- - -
-50 -54 -12 -10 - 0 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET s1MBO, . C ONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ066) J NSRDC-3110O MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFLIwVI
(HRN098) N"NSRCC-3110,NSFC/L-MSC BOOSTER BICIFIWI1V
M·ACH 0. 361
- 2 C 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16
IP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNOPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-311D, NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
0.381
8 lO 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00'2 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






































0 -6 -4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI
(RNHZ69) Q NSRDC-31%10,SFC/LNSC BO
(RNZOI I) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC B0
MACH
O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACKO ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
)OSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.00D 0.000
OSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.00D 1.000 3.000
0.301
1S 18 20 22 24 26
WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















-I -8e - N -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2069) 5) NSRDC-3110D NSFC/ LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIhlVI
(RN2I01 ) N SRDC-3110 NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIilVI
HACH 0.381
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.00O( 1.000 0.000 1.ODO SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ZNCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
(RNZ069S) NSRDC-3$I0tNSFC/LHSC BO.)STER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1. 0D D. ODO
'RNZZ0SI R NSRDC-3110 IDSFC/L4SC BOOSTER I)ICIFIWIV. 15.000 1.000 3.000
NACH O. 31
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31101 BETA = 0
t1~T -r. r,-.w -s-i... -r-rr --- r s-r ... -- r -w-rr -i-w- 1-rr---r -- r---r -s-s-i i










6 - O 2 4 6 a 10 32 14 16








16 2e0 22 24 26
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































NSRDC-3110 ,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 31ClFlWIV1
NSRDC-311DOMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWlIVI
0.381
INCIDC CNPFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0L' 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT,


































- a 6 - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ZR0206S9) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
( RN0z D)i NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MA CH
0, BETA= 0




. ... LJ -
- - - -~~~~~~~~~
b- - S -- - -
~ "'"'~: 
-- -- - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2I 4 6 8 lO 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
0.361










LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
,_00__ _ 0 - __ ___ __ __ _ _ _ . - -- _ -~~~~~~~~~~~- , 
' "_Q....B 
_~~c-- --..- e< .~a_- 
_· . __
. . _ _ . - L _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~









1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIFPTION
LR52069) NSRDC-3110,?.SFC/LNSC 6OOSTER BIClFlWlVl


























































DATA SET SYNBOL Ct
i RN207 I d
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- 0 -6 -4 - 2 0 g 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
RIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
*SC BOOSTER BICFi WI Vl 15.OrP 1.000 0.000
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_ __ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
: I _ _ . . _ S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-14 -12 -lo - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 40 1 130 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNt2OT) NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BO0STER BICIFIWIVl
(RNO210) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlClF1WiVI
hACH 0.379
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNATION
15.0C0 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























-... 1 .. ..
-. 25
-16 -14 -12 -10 - a -6 - 4
SIDE SL I
CATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIPTION
(RNZO70) Q NSRCC-3110 NSFC'LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIIVYI(,IN2102) a NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI
MACH 0.379
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.00C SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
s-~~, ...._ w__
__- ~.. __zr4..._ 
...... /2 _ 
6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL







INCICC CNOPOS INCIW WNGCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.001 2.000 0.000 1 .0Oo SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 0 o 2 4 6 8 10 l2 14





INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
3.000 2.0OO 0.000 1.000





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0




























-10 -e -6 4 -2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNzo3), NSROC-3110,NSFC/LfC SOOSTE{RN9103 S NSRDC-3110,SFC/LMSC EOOSTE£
NACH 0.381
2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 ;6
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA,. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIrW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC1FZWI 61 3.OCO 2.L00 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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10 14 16 18 20 22 .24 r6
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.0C0 2.000 C.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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_ - _ tv 7t z _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
·_ I-_< _ 
< ___ _ _ L L~ L J
8 o1 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
3.060 * .uD0 0.o00
3.000 2.000 3.000
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT,






a - 6 -4 -X 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
L CONFIGURTI ON CESCRIPTION




16 Is 20 22 24 26
-1.
4
LMSC/KSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_~ if I , _ _ ___ ._ _, __ - __ __; , __ i _ ,, i _ _ ~ i - : - ." , w i .- i w w w T T -t i Ii
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIOURATIOC DESCRIFTION
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-IO - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
OATA SET SYNBOL CCOIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'RN2073) Q NSRCC-310.NHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
I(RN2 05) I NSRCC-3110, HSFC//L LSC BOOSTER ICIFIWIVI
MACH 0.381
8 8 s0 12 14 16 1a 20 z '24 2e
ATTACK, ALPHA, 3EGREES
INCiOC CNFOS. INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00n 2.000 0.000 1000D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
DAGE 142G
_ 004
























l@~~~~ w__ v ~,; 6_A_ ·-b__ i nA_ nAn- ...... _ _
-U.4 -U.Z UO. D .2 U0. U0.6 U.l I.U 1.
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCDOS INCICW
NSRDC-310D,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 2I:CFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,"SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV I 3.001 2.000 3.000
G.361
.a 1.4 1.6 S.8 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
! -- D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







IMSC/MSF I RflfSTFR STIIIlY. I ATFRAI rCHARAFR.RICTIC.S. NC RllC 11. AIPHA n nF:RrFc
. - ___ -1- -- ___ __ _ __
.... ......
___ -. _ __ .---.- I ___ ___ __ _ __._______ __________________1__________________ ________ _________ _________ .________ ________






3.000 2. 000 3. 000
10 12 14 16
WN GPO REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00' SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






-. os -14 -12
-16 -14 -12 B
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IRN274 NSRCRC-3)31,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 1BC1FIWIV1
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-14 -12 -10 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 f
SIDE SLIP ANGLEO BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFlWiVI
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCIFI WIV V
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
3.000 2.OO 0.000
3.000 2. 000 3.000
10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















-126 -14 -12 -10 - - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNZOU4) NSRDCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWItV(RNz01O6) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BClFl Wl V
MACH 0.381
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERCNCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1,3550 SC.FT.












































6 8 10 12 14
TTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCICW




~ 11 | l i l ! 1 ! l i l I'i 1 11 I ll I I! I I I Il !11 I ll t I _ _
I _ -
r~~~~~~2'
22 24 26I 
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.

























ICS, NSRDC 3110 BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
NSRVC-3110USFC/LMSC BOOSTEP B1CIFIWIVI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC DOOSTER BICIFIWI VI
0.380
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFONMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 .UO00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15:.00G 2.000 3.00U 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
DREF 41.4360 INCHES

















-0.0 - -6 - -.- 2 4
ZI-
-F- - - - - 4, - -2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2U77) C) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2109 ) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlVI
MA CH 0.360
6 8 10 12 14
: ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGPEES
iSCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
iS.ODl0 2.000 0.00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















-5o - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2077) B NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF1WIVI(RN2109) NSRCC-3110HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
HA CH
6 8 10 12 14






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















-o - -, - -AN2 GLE 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTION
(RN20V7) ? NSRDC-3110,O SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI(RNZ109) NSRCC-3110D MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH




15. 2000 . 00 3.000
0.36C
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































I 7 -7 __o ._ _  _
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFPOS INCICW WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1.0 SO0 FERCNT





































( RN21 I09 J
MACH
- 6 O 4 S 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT1C'N INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS
NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI 15.000 2.000 0.01 1 .00G
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BtCIFIWIVl 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
.0.360
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
·.o I , r .I .I I I r -- '- .r -- 1 - · .I . r I I [ ` 'I I r ' t
.15
.10
-0.6 -0.4 -0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RNZOY7) I INSRDC-3110HMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RN2S09) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH G.380
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 D.0G0 1,00U SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-6 -4 - 2 O 2 4 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
R BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.0 DO O.000 1.000

























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSROC 3110 ALPHA 0= DEGRES-
~~ -i t w , · ' I fy · v i r ' d i i · · eI l · i e f · I'· i- m-e : i'l g ·







_ _ _ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....
-14 -12 -10 - s
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2078) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOS
(RN2110) L NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOS
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, nFGRFES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICOW WNGFOS
TER BIC lF WIV1 15.000 2.000 .000 1.000O
TER BICiFIWIV1 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
MACH 0.380










































IMSCr/MNr RnnRTFP CTTllnv. IATFPAI rHARArTFRISTICS. NRlnrC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
i~/~, |1t/i U UUUJ/~~IILI~ ~lI,/I * I.IILIL. l Wlt iltll~,IWlr 1.1~I Il~t IIt5 , / 4- iv · ,, , -*- -- ... _ --
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-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 iD 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIOC CNOPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 1.000 0.ODG 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
.L.
.10
.08 - - -
°06
.00 _,-- _ --







_ ....a... a. I a. -a . . . A .. . B . I .. & I . . . 4 . I. I a . .. I . . . i . . I , JII I . I .a.. I .c J I _ ,_
- 4
- 2 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSROC-3110 MSFCZLNSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVI
NSRCC-3110,MSFC,'LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVl
6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS
3.001 1.000 0.000 2.000
3.00O 1l.00 3.000 2.000
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA
_ T r T~~~~~~~~r T ~..... 
1~ ~§ iT wU
-. 20
DATA SE T SYMBOL




i- ~ v w w ~ i ... i ... ~ w' ........ I l' ...
l - - - -- - - -^ -- -7 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
z b _ i -3 _ >-a _ A_~~~~~~~~~~~
_L 
_ 1_ __X __ __ X X __L. _ ,
i~ 
4 -2 D 2 4 6 8 10 12 14





16 18 20 22 24 26
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































-10 - a - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN-0el) 7 NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI(RN2113) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MA CH
6 8 10 12 14






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ I, 6 r !'J' . w . I' . ! w . . . . · I 'r · v f"r' - wI r I _ .~ _ Tw i iI! ·J· kl '
I~~~~~~~~~ I
___ _ _ _ _ _ .-~~P _
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E_ ._I _ .
_ ~~~~... _J fF+_
_,_ -/V. 














2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNOFOS INCICW
-R BICIF1Wl V 3.000 1.000 0.000
-R BICIFiWIVI 3.G00 1.000 3.000
0.380
16 16 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDYB LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS5 NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
'~ ~- I. ! i- ~ t- i .- I ' Iw!iI-E! f" ' !ii..IIwii.E -w
__lr--__ -/ 
f t~~~~~~~~f~~~~t00400~~~~~~~~..
- 8 - a -4 - 2 0 2 I'I4 8 10 14 1 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
RN2081 )






INCIOC CNCFOS INCIOW WNCFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































-o -e - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2081) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIF1WIVI
(RN2113,) 2 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MHACH 0.390
ATTACK, ALPHA., DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1 .OD 0.000 Z.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.Fr.
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
¢RN?20B1 Q NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI




INCIOC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 G00 1.000 C.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-8 -6 -4 -2 o 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
:RIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
SC BOOSTER iIClFIWIV1 3.000 1.000 0.000
SC BOOSTER BICIFIWl V 3.OOG, 1.000 3.000
0.380
8 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
_ _ .~_ I _ _ 
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8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ION INCICC CNCFOS INCICW
OOSTER BICFIWI VI 3.000 1.000 0.000








































































3.000 1.000 0.000 GO




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
/ I 
.-- -- X 
E_ tz___ 
4 - i 0 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26









INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.D00 SREF 1.3950 SQ.FT.
15.000 -1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES





























































6 - 0 '2 4 8 0 a 12 14 16 18 20 22 24






NSRCC-3110, SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICFI WIVI









R.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA 0 O
g-.----- j
i''
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNG
OSTER BICIF1WlVI 15.000 1.OD D.D000 2.




000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

















































INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
D.ODD 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LUNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = o
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NSRGC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFWlIVI
ACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
15. 000 1I .ODO 0.00
15 .000 1.000D 3.000
0.381
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














































rICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
- - -~~~^-- - -- _m~ _ - .,
B---/ - ---- ~_.
_ _ tX~~_ '~-- __
._ -f / _+
_+f//Jr 
0 - 8 -. 6 -. . . - 2









0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCICC CNCPOS INCICW
OOSTER BICIFIWIV1 15.000 1.00o 0.000
005TER BlCIFiWIVl 15.000 1.000 3.00 00
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































0. . 00 . . , ,. . . . . . . . . . , . . .
-10 - -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN-DI5) I Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVl(RN2 17) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 1BZCIFI WIVI
MACH
: ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0O.OO 2.000



















.T .__ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _______
-. 20 ' '
DATA SET SYMBOL
( RNS0L S )
( RN21 17)
I I
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
L CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNCFOS
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CiFIWl V 15.000 1.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVl 15.000 1.000
H 0.381
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S$.FT.











































26 -14 -12 -10 - - -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2086) R NSRDC3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FlWI¥l
(RNzI18J NSROC-311:OMSFC/ LM$C BOOSTER BICIFlWl¥l
MACH 0.380
a 10 12 14 16
P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.00D0 I.OO 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
S5.o0O 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES





LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS
tER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 i.0ao 0.000 2.000















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
i - ____ 
_____ ____ ___ - -- I___ ____ - -
.- ___ __ --- I__ ,- __
. _ . _I
-10 - 8
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RNZGS61 Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOS1
(RRNYIJ lo NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOS
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW
TER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 1.000 0.000
TER BICIFIWlVI 15.000 1.000 3.000
12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































-- o .4 e 1.4..t. _.. ..
-so - e -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG.URATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2089) Q NSRCC-311G,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVI
(RN2121) I NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
: ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNOPOS INCICW
3.000 2.000 0.000
3.OtO 20. OO 3.000
0.380
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
-10
I
-8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
= o
22 24 26








INCICC CNDFPOS INCIOW WNGPOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
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2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2Z
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC1FIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNOFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE IN
)OSTER BICIFIWIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.35













LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. 'NSRDC 3110. BETA
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( RN2 121 ) 
MACH





NSRCC-311G,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFI WIVI
0.380
8 10 12 14 16 18 2
., ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS I NCIDW WNGPOS REFI
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF
























































LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31
Z 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 ZE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHATION
R BIC1FIWI¥V 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.0Do SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R B1CIF1WIVI 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BEEF 41.4360 INCHES





































NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF WlVI












1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0
WNSPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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14 -12 -10 - 6
SIDE
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOS T ER BICIFI
NSRCC-3:GI0MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF1
4 -2 0 2 4 6
SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGP(
WIVI 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.01
WIV1 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.01
0.379
o10 it 14 16
OS REFERENCE INFORMATION
OD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZRF . 225 0 INCHES
SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1472
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NSRDC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFI WI V










































-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
(RN2G90) Q NSRCC-311 D,MSC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFl Wl V 3.000 2.000 0.000
(RN21ZZ) ?NSRCC-3110,M3FC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWiVI 3.000 2.000 3.000
MACH 0.379
NSRDC 3110., ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 .SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFI W V






'_ ;; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ . _ _; _. _ _ i . . _ .I _ _ _ _ _ _~ _ . . . . .~ II I .T r I IJ
I--- 
-- --- -y
b - : - /J _ i
^ - -- - / / X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
xJ~z 
_ ---- -----
- ~ 1-J 
I I T 7 I I + _~~~
16 18 20 2z 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSDRC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF I.3550 SQ.FT.
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
NSDRC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWV1V 15.000 2.000 O.Do00
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
10 - 8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCIDW WNCFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSCRC-3110. SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWIVI 15.000. 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























- ... . .· ·
Z6 I22 24
,LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
1-r--r-- 
-r-r.m ,.... 
-r -r .. - -r-rr ,-r
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~- 
.----- I - _
// /
,, __, , ,, 
8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 16 18 22 24 26












2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
! ''' t ''
I
·III iI! II I~! ' '' ' !' ' I"1 ." i .. . r ir iw - i ie '~i
· -- 
-~~~~ '- * 
s~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.
_ _ t _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_> 
__ / i 
_.u . L__.. . ........
I
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACI
DATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2093) Q NSORC-3110.HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
(RNZZ15) NSROC-311O HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVI
MACH






16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































° .015 - - -
- 4- -
-. - - --6 -4 -2 0 Z 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RNZO93) n NSDRC-3110 HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV1
(RN21Z251 NSRDC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlVI
MACH 0.381
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000DD 0.00 2.000 SREF 1.5550 S$.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,











CONFIGURATIO CDESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSORC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV 15.000 2.00G 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
a 10 12 14 16
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.00D 0.000 2.0GO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
'''~II el I l i'l i l ''l E~''' '''l Il ... TTT Ill. ... ' T
~111111! 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _,, _, 
_ _ ~ ... ....
I I
-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
(RN2094) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICF WUI V 15.000 2.000 0.000
tRN2f26) NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSlCFIWIVI 15.000 2.000 3.000
MACH 0.381
WNGPCS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































































CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS
TER BIC1IFIlVl 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.0 D0






































( RN21 Es ) '
MACH
I-1
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16




INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1 .00














LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
I
'2 .: ...... . ,7 .,
LMSC/MSFC RBflSTFR STUDYI. I NGITIInlNAi CHARACTFRISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA -o
~I7 -_ - - - ws V|* - - - _- - _ - _* _ _*-_
I I I LII I T J] f I · I . I I g W I , I. *, I i · I a I i i * a a v i C 
.~ ]
. .. /
IO0 -8 -6 -~4 -Z 0 2 4 6 e 0o 12 14 6 18 20 22 24 Z6







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
R B CIFlW V2D1 3.000 1.000 0.000
R B CF1 WlV2C1 3.000 1.000 3.D00
MACH 0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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. n s- ,m ins is in -r- WPr wss- t~-s w i ins - trTT -
- - -
- .--- - .
-. 2o0 -8 -6 -4 -2
-So -ea - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2.
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBIOL CONFI GURA TI ON DESCRIPTION
(RN2129) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClF1lWlVZI
(RN2161) 1 NSRDC-3110MNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2CI
A CH 0. 380
6 8 10 112 14
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
16 18 20 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNCPOS fEFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA 0
-- ___ 
___I 
-- X ._ _ ,._ _ _ v _ _~~~~~~~V
; ______ S 
_/
__ __ __ _ . / // /~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
.- _._ 0/._,
__~ __I ;7- 
10 12 14 16 18 20 22













1.000 SREF 1.3550 S. FT.
1 .G00 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
























-1! 0n - - 6 - 2 0 4 a 24 26
I. o
LMSC/HSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA
- 6 4 -
I
C 2 4 6 4 10 12 14 16 i8









INCIDC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.00o 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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( RN21 61 ) 
MACH'
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2IC 3.000 t1.00 0.000 1.000















i v tt iI i~ i ii I gI ·· Ww ii'wif"'i11w ig! fr~w iJwf 
NX=AX X i
j Wv D4: *B <]I
i . . . . . . . . ' 
- -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 . 10o 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2129 J Q NSRDC-3110 MOSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFWl VZDI
IRN216t)1 1 NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWtIVDI
MACH 0.380
16 18
I 0. BETA = 0
20 22 24 26
INCICC CNFPOS INCIDW WNGFCS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 IGO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























































_ l l l lw * W l ! l l l '~i ff ! 'T1 1 i l l ! 1 1 i l l i l l ! 1 ! t l ~' l l ! g B w B w I'l 
.r~ -r-s-r- - ~ - ~ -r-r-~ 1T~ 7
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNOFOS
NSRCC-311.,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV20D 3.000 1.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClFIWIVZD1 3.000 .D000
0.380
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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-12 -10 - -
I
6 -'4 - 2 0 2 4 6





INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 1.0O0 0.000 1.000














LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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i
F --- 
-14 -12 -10 - 8
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6







I RN I30) .
I RNZI 62)
MACH
8 10 12 14 16
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATEI
.25 L w j I . . w I w j i I r i wI I 
.tO
.is
-21I .". -14 I -. D I- I -6
* -16 -14 -IZ -10 - a - 6




SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BDICIFIWlV2OI 3.000 t.OOO 0.000 I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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i ' ' : 
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
- 6 -4 - 2 a 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
18 20 22
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2133) NSRCC-31s0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZDI
(RN2i65) £ NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZOI
MACH
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000


















































-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF i
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG URATION DESCRIFTION
RNHI233 ) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2D1








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41 .4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XHRP 31.1400 INCHES
YMRP - 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP O. 2250 INCHES










-. 20 . . . . .
-210 - - 6 - 4 - 2
STUDY. LONGITUDINAL I




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
R BICIFI WI V201 15.000 1.000 0.00 
R BICIFIWIIV2DI 15.0 OD 1 .uO 3.000
0.381
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA :0
// . -- 
------/--
//~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlV2C1 , 15.000 1.000 0.000
NSRCC-3110I MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIV201 15.00D 1.000 3 .0G0
O. 38
WNFPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































EUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.00 .. I ... 
-10 - - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 10
,_ ,,'___ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' _' " 
_ __ _ _ ___ 79 7 _-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
12 14 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMDOL
(RN2 33)




NSRDC-311 ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlV2DI














































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110o BETA = 0
i ' ' w ~' wi g . ~ w '_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ , _' w I · _ _ II t i. i _ _ _~ _ __ T r
: :~~~~~~~~
--- H< -- --I
·/- 
_ _ a/ _ > < < _"."_ 
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2 0 4 6 12 14















16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





























-10 - 8 - 6 -4


















-10 2 4 6 a8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
















I.000 SREF 1,.3550 SG.FT.
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INCIDW WNGFOS - REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




. ZMRP 0.2250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1504
-' I ; :4 i I .: % L , :
.~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . .:,. . %. ' , . 1. *!': · . ' J. ;", ' -- , -.
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
__;. _~ _[ __ ., _._. .wf .[ _.! ; ;- _ ________w tW I[ I[ .[ .l Ell
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
i i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ _ : _ _~~~~~~
i ,i Tt
-12 -10 - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4. 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION INCIGC








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























































TERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
ifil _I _l _I .1 lV i l il l Il _1 "__ _ !
.~~~~~~~~~11,
b~~..... 
- - | l - :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
: -- -- t
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~
... ....- F --- 
-- -( ~z~.f -











-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
RIPTION INCIOC CNCFOS INCIOW WNGPOS
SC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2C1 15.000 1.000 D.ODU .IODD
iC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZ01 15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
0.379























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS,


















6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPCFOS INCICW WNGFOS
R BICIFIWIVZDI 15.000 1.00Go 0.000 1.000
R BICFIWI V2D1 15.000000 3.00D 3.000 1.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
















-16 -14 -12 -10 -
































I - 6 4 - 2
r~ i ;1 1 1 ! iii i1! , 11 Ii I ~ ii 1 i i i ~ l . r
X XW XW;44~~~~~~~~Ilrli,
----- -- ...... I ~ 
-<e~/ . _ X .1 
_<t <- 1 l.IF
, ,. . . ,. _ FI ,
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.00L) SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
8 -6 -4 - 2 0 i l0 12 14 16 18 20 22








INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS
3.000 2. 000 0.000 1.000












































-. . . . . . .
-10 - 8 -6 - 4 - 2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTI
(RN2137) NSRCC-3110MHSFC/LHSC 0O
(RN2169) R NSRDC-3110 NSFC/LMSC BO
MACH 0.381
L
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1.8 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
)OSTER BICIFIWlV2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
E 
_ _
. _ _ /4 4 . __ ~~~~~~~~~___ __ _____ ____ 
DATA SET SYMBOL
I RN2137 I





NSRCC-3110 .SFC/LMSC BOOSTER I1CIFIWIV2DI
NSRDC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV2Cl
6 8 tO 12 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
1 3.000 2.000 0.000 I.00o
3.00D 2.00 3.000 1 .000
0.381




















































2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R SBCIFIWIV2ID 3.0D0 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BIClFIWIV2C1 3.000 Z.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES




















2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER BlCIFIWIV2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000 I .000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZMRP 0 .2Z0 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 PERCNT
PAGE 151 3
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINI














.005 ' ' .
00 0 .- - .6 - 4 -2 .2 '4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2.37) R NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIVZDI
(RN2169) NSRCC-3110MNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWI V2CI
MACH 0.38I
-= 
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WN5POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZCD 3.000 2.000 0.000 1.00 SREF 1.3550 Sa.FT.
NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000 1.00U LREF 41.4360 INCHES






















-16 -14 -12 -D10 
- 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN213S1 ) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2DI(RN2170) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER BIClFIWIVZCI
HA CH 0.380
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1 .355 SQ.FT.
3.000 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES








L.10 .- _ _ __
z
z-.0 0











-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP,
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
{RN213S81 NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWiV2DI
(RN2170I NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlV2C1
MACH 0.380
6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







SIDE SLIP ANGLE,' BETA. DEGREES
..X - , , .11 
LMSC/MSFC RBIIfTFR STIUDY. ILfNGITUDINAI CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110., BETA




20 22 24 26









INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFI
15 .0D 2.0D 0.000 1.000 SREF















































-10 4 - 2
i . T v . . S I s W . W s . . . i . s s Iwv
I
I 'T wII T i ry I
- -f ) - / a- j -



















2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNFDOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWIV2C1 15.000 2.00O O.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














-1o - 8 -6 -4 -2
ICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZ141) R NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTEI
(RN2173) B NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTEi
A CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
R BsCiFIlWIVZD 15.000 2.000 0.000
R BICIFIWVZDPI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







































H .-- -- --re-i ./
~~a. a-/








. 4 - 2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW
15.000 2.000 0.000





16 18 20 r2 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA =
LMSC/MSFC



















.05 - - 4 
-l0 A 8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RNZ141) NSRDC-3110DSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FlWIV2CI
(RNZ173) NSR0L-.11- .HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVCZD
HA CH








1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













-1o - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 O 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN214) 1 NSROC-3110DMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlV2DI
.(RN21T3) NSRDC-31110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER Bl ClFI WV2CI
MA CH 0.380
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.OO0 1.G00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







: . . - :I . ' 
- -1 -. - .-
.9













_1 _.l _ v _l _l._ ;_ .w _ w_._._ ____ m ff[ I rg w ; ;if rif ' l *t *i W fTT T
F .. .. .. ....
. .. . .. _. _ I,,, 
.000°° -
-10 -6 -6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA:. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
( RN21 41 )






INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE. INFORMATION
15.000 2.0D0 D.DDD I .0D0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






















- 4 - 2 2 12 14 16 18 22 24 26
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0













INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 .0OO SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






















; .1 - . - i: ` l
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATIOCN CESCRIPTION INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV2VI 15.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-3111,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER ICIFIW IV2I1 15.00,O 2.000 3.000
0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























TERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31IOe ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
C~~~~~~~~~~ .g _ .. .,. z gTUC|~~~~~~~~~~
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
iI"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~. m . -
F-___t 
_ _ I _ I _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
-16-.040 - 2 -10
-16 -14 -12 -10
CATA SET SYHBOL
(RNZ 42)





-8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
IFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
C 800BSTER B1CIFIWIV2Di 15.000 2.0oU 0.000
C BOOSTER BlClFlWI V2D1I 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0UU SREF 1 3550 SO.FT.






































f. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110,
6- 6 -4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
"RN142) Q NSRDC-31G0HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BiCIFIWiV2CI
(RNI174) NSRDC-5110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIV2DI
hACH 0. 3.0
10 12 14 16
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 o.000 1.o00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















-10 - -...- ...-. . 0 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN21451 Q NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIlIV201
(RNZI7I) .NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIV2DI
HACH
6 B 10 12 14






2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE . .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 153 0
I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 31101 BETA = 0
-Ti· ,. !r - ''I'!i! ·!i ·! '~ '! ' ' ' !6i i·i 
-~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ~ , · 
- e --- ><- - -- z / ---- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
S l K > t / /~~~~...
' ' ,I ' -
0 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 22 24 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZI45l NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
CR142177?) NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFPOS INCIOW
Bl CFI FlWV2 3.000 1.000 0.000












































-. 20 I I & I . . . L . . .I 1 I . *L
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IRN21451 Z NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER




Bl CI FPI Wi V21
































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_~ _ . .. _ _ __ . _; _ . __ . .f __;. , _ . _ . _; _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _l _ _ _ T f I! !!I i 
' ' - -- ' -- 
X Xt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~v4X+~~~~~~~~~~~~
t~~~~~~~tatt44~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_ _ ~~.. v>@.....
_ _,// d_ 
I
- 4 - 2 0 2 8 10 J2 14 16 18 22. 24 26- a - 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2145) l NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2CI
(RNZi77) NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZCI
MACH 0.381
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.00D 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












































h- - ~~~~~~ ~~- - ' / I 
p- .- [---- -- -- 
;~~ /1 I
_ _ , e f I k _/? , 
-~~~~ T- ....II |-ti i 
-" ! ... g. _: ......- 
L
-10 - O - 6




- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ATIC.N DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFVW VZD1 3.000 1.000 0.000
MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BLCIFIWIVZDI 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
16 is 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
?.000 SfiEF 1.3550 SS.FT.

















_ !., . . ,,1 , ~ :" _ ,I .: . * 
-~~ .. .1 t. 
.uu on0



























- - 6 -4 -2 O 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2145 ) NSRCDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2C1
(RN2177) NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2C1
MACH
6 8 30 12 14 16
MTTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPO$ INCICW WN(
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.


















































-10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
RIN2145) Q NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC. BoSTER BICIFWIV21DI
(RN2177 1 NSRDC 3110 NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 6tCIFIWlV2DI1
MACH
6 8 10 12 14 16
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.0DO 1.000 0.000 2.000














__~~ __~~ __.._...X __,
I . .:
IiI
LMSC/HSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS -NSRDC 3110, BETA
.- , ,1 .i .1 .i .,1 ,,, ,,i,. ,w*g ! 1 ,i!1 *.T...t , 
_________ __ _ _ _ 1__I
r- _______________ ______T_______







-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
I
CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIlWV2C1
NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 8ICIFIWIV201
0.381
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
FT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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(I RN21 78 )
MACH
4 -12 -10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRCC-311D,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZD1 3.000 1.000 0.000
NSRDC-31l0,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIF1WIV2DI 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
6 -4 - 2 0 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSROC-S110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWlV2CI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/L1HSC BOOSTER B1CIF1 WlV2CI
0.381
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.0o0 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.









_ o . -. =_ - - * _. ~ -1- .. _ --.25
-1-6 -14 -12 -10 - 8 -
r
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'. -' · 
_ ~_,_I__ 
.; __ -- I -- ddddddddddd -IL
I
- a - 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 eS 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIJJV2DI 15.00D 1.0OO 0.000
NSRDC-310. MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCI1FIWIVL2D 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.382
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.GOb' 5REF 1.3550 SG.FT.























0 - - - 2 4
ANGLE OF
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2149) D NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICSFIIV2Ci
(tRN2181) Li NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClFIW1V2DI
MACH 0.382
6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20 Z2 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.OCO 0.000 2.000 SREF I .3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 1542
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = O
Tiyir l !1 -ri-] -ill- -Ii-ii l i-r-I -Tll - Tiii i i ill- -Ill, Irl- -Ill T-?! I ~ |-11
r 
_
p- . -.-- - ,-- .__
-4 -2 0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2s49') NSRrC-311,MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFlWlV2O1
(RN2181 ) NSRCC-3110.HSFC/LHbC BOOS[ER 8ZCIFlWIV2CD
MACH 0.382
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15,0Q0 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.355G SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000 3.00O Z.00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES




























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
·_ _ _____ ~,,,~wI,, 1,G~,j~ . r'w~Fi W'~wI~ r_ ._ _ _, E~
.,., __ _ .. 
:. _ i .. _,
.- __ ._ 
__-.i,_ 
.. , _ x ,/ __
I. .- _ _St 
L . . ... . . . ..
0 2 4 I 12 14 18 22 24







NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BCIFlWI VZDI
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
15.000 1 .000 0.000 2.00











































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110,' BETA = 0
i. [ __ _~ _1' __ __ __ _ _ IfW r I ii ! iiii r i- ' '1' r i ri .' i ii!Ii
f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I = 
t~~~~~~~~~~~· , , r tSL
X TT X t4W44~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
___~~~~~~ _ __ L__ -__
.-- _ __ _ _ .C_ -:




,.I - F_ __-, 










NSRDC-3110 , MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER Bl C1 FIW V2C1D
0. 382
a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
K. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCiCC CNCDPOS INCIW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.D00 I.DOG 0.000 2;000 .SREF . 355G0 SQ.FT.
15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XNRF 31 .1400 INCHES
YMRF. .0000o INCHES
ZHRF 0.2250 INCHES



















































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSROC 3110, BETA = 0
'''I'''' ''' r . .. ., W W1~~~~r ' I ~ 
b- .' '- . ,
: 4 :: z i X / S : < Q :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
_ - " , . . _
'.-. .. 
__
- | _ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~. _ _ .. . , -. .1 _








- 2 O 2 4
ANGLE OF -
CONFIGVRATION CESCRIFTION
NSRDC-' 1S 0 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWlV2DZ





15.i00 . 1.000 O
15.000 1 .00 3
-14 16 20 22 24
REES
NCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
G.OOO 2.GOO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















































-6 -. 4 -2 0 2 4 6 . 10 12 "14 16. 18 20 a 22 24 .26
ANGLE'OF -ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC ;BOOSTER BICIFliwV2D1 15.000 1.0OG G .G O :. .-GoD SREF I .3-550 SQ.FT.
NSRDC-3110:MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIF1WIV2DC 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360. -INCHES
XMRF -31 .1400 INCHES 












-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF*
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2149) Q NSROC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWJV2DC
(RNH2181] £ NSRCC-5110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIW1V2CI
MACH 0.382
NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 ' .8 Z.0
T COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.O000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, _L 
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.- __ _ __~~~~~~
v v 9 _ l _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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CONFIGURATION DESCR I PTION
NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CIFIWIVZCI
NSRDC-3J10 MSFC/LMNC BOOSTER Bl CI FWIVZCI
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW




2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.









































I 14 . oa
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-. 040 _
-16
~l f . w I ,l..l .tN~ w [ r i I! * l Wif fi l W l.! wl* ~t7~ '-f----I~






-14 -12 -10 8 -6 -4 10
4 6 . .
14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2150) NSRDC-311G.MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2D1
(RNz182) L NSRDC-31O,NMSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICIFIWlV2CI
MACH
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
15.000 1 .00 0.000 2.000







































w .. - ~ ,- I .
6
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
~~~e~I1!1IlIIIJ.- _J '_~ 










4 -2 0 2 4 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
WlV2C1 15.000 1.000 0.000








B 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























[UDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
T .,. i,,. · , .W 1 ..t s.
| - - -- - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~
[XXTXX~ ~/k
b---~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,- ..... --- 
t -z -- 
- ----- / - 
- 6 - 4 - 2 10 12 14 18
DATA SET SYMBOL
(RN2153)
( RNZI 85 R
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIVZOC 3.000 2.000 0.000





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA
r~~~, _ ii ii I i _ i i _ _, . i I_ I . i.,I _ i _ . _i _i _i ii "-r- i:
[~, :i I- i -- -- /---
/ @/4t 
- tt t/} ill~~~~~... 
4 6
AKIrI MI P A TTAPK
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24









INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.OO 2.G00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































































I fRNZ 153 I
(RNI85 )3
MACH
I -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1Z 14







20 22 24 26
NCIDCC CNDPOS INCIVW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.O000D 2.000 0.0o0 2.000 SREF . 1.355 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS' NSRDC 3110. BETA






, .i I .........
I
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
'--i i--------i- ir1- Ii 1-T1-,-ry -r,1r- - 1- if- TT T TT- 1 T
| ~_ 
-- --- 
: - - - -~~I 
- I l I l- l l- - - lll lll_ I "l - ll __ ll l_
4 X I ATTrT
.- -- -- z z - - -- -*g z
, S e
-- .1 - _ _ I __
10 12 14 16 18 20 24 26







NSRCC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC1FIWIV2D1
0.381
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 O.OOG 2.G00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 81CIFlWIV2V1 3..000 2.000 G0.00 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S.FT.












































NSRCC-311r,hMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BI CI FWl V1
6 8 l0 12 14
MTTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDCOS INCICW
3. 0G0 2. G0 0.000
3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
16 18 20 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-10
- 8 - 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 4
f~~~~~~~
. j . , .'
,j_ ____ __ _
' ' / . . . . ]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
20 24 26I 10 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,-OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2153 ) R NSRCC-3110HSFC/LMNSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVYDI










































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
vr lllw ff ! I ! I ! w f I! I ! w ~ ~ Wl ~i 'X
: - C ~~~
tX I= ...
w:~17-"---~ ~ --_ . . .
½ ... i .. 
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
CATA SET SYHMBOL
ERN21 53 )






INCIDC CNDFOS INCI}W WNGFOS
IV2Ci 3.000 2.000 O. ODO 2.00
















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
CRNS2154) ( NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWJIVZC1
(RN2186) R NSRDC-3110.HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2DI
MACH 0.382
INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1 .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1560
;~~~~~~~~~~~ ' . ;

































































_. _ _ -
,~~ , .. , _
-14 -12 -10 - 6
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIFTION
(RN2154) NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOST
lRN2186I NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOST
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDCPOS INCICW
TER BICl F1WI V2DI 3.000 2. 00 0G.000
TER BICI FlWIVC1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.382
8 10 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
tr-- ,--r r----! ! ,~i i -,--r 1T"l fll r ilg ll Ill'i"" fl! -rT !1T ¥l-Ji - t--r -r--T 111 TT
_ ._ . g __ __ _
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I 1Y 1 II . I |I
- 2 0 4 6 10 12 14 16 1S 20 22 24 26













2.O0G0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































TUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = O
- - - - - - -/ 4 -- ~~~~~~~~~~~ --
....... _.__ 
.





0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ON INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
OSTER B1CIFIWSV2C1 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
OSTER BICIFIWIV2C1 15.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES























































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22. 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICIFIWIV2C1 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BICIFIWI 2C1 15.000 2.000 3.000 2. 000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
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-6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC' CNDPOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2CZ 15.000 2.000 0.o00
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIVZD1 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.581
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























rUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
I li' .1" .l .i .,! . ll .w i .,f .1 i'! ir .Il-.l ... I,! .1 .l .~t V
-- - -
- - - -~~~~~~~~~
- - - - - - S 
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__ _ ___
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8 -6 -4 -2 2 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26





INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 O.000 2.G00 SREF 1.3555 SQ.FT.





























I- 6. . .
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL
I hN2189 ) AC
MA CH
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110,MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlV21I
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2I0
0.381
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.00 O0.00 0 2.000 SREF





















































NriC-3110. MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFWIlV2I'l
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC1F1W1V2C1
0.361
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
15 .000 2.000 0.000
15.000 2.000 3.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












) -0.6 -O0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRfilFTION
IRN2157) Q NSRCC-3110MHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlClFlWlVZCI
IRN2189) NSRfC-3110,4SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFlWlV201
MACH 0.3'81
T COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIOC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.00E 0.000 2.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























*1I .... I . .- 
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL
.(RNSI5) Q










2.o00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000' LREF 41.4360 INCHES






' ' ':'· ,i .
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA- = 0 DEGREES
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ ,_ .__
.E 
-.040




- 8 -6 -4 -2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATICN CESCRIFTION INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFlWV2D .15,000 2.0G0 0.000
NSRCC-3110MOSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCIFIWIV2DI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































2 4 6 8 10 a 2 14 16























LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
4 -12 -10 - S - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRCC-3110IC SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFIWIV2CI
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICIFlWIV2D1
0.381
2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
15 .000 2.000 0.00
15.000 2.000 3.000
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.G00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSo NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
.,1 ssg w i rL§S 
~--~~~ C/..... 
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2193) 0 NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWlVZDI
(RN22251 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIlWV2DZ
MACH 0.380
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.00D 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



































6 - 4 a . 2
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =-
_~~- . - _ _ _ 
-- _ _
r___.____.
- _ _--- -_ - _________ 
- I ________ 
_-________
L
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1. 20 24 26
ANrI F PF ATTACKR Al P4A nFR'cEC
OATA SET SYMSOL
I RNZ193 I D
(RN2225 )
NA CH
AINULr_ Ur r I I\ Al
CONFIG URATION CESCRIFTION




INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.bO .0 000 1.00o SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























-10 - 2 2
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3
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0










0 2 4 6 68 0 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INCICOC CNCFO5 INCICW
OSTER B C2F Wl V2D 3.000 1.000 0.000
>OSTER DBC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 . 000 3.000
0.380
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























-10 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2193) R NSIC-311 0,SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVIC
(RN2225, Zi NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIV2C1
MACH 0.380
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.OD00 1.000 .000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























-4 -2 0 Z 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 ~0 2~ 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRfiC-3110,MSFC/LSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI 3.000 1.000 0.0D0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIcC CNcDOS INCIDW
(RN2193) a NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2D1 3.000 I.OU O.000o
(RNZ225) NSRDC-3151,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWiV2C1 3.000 1.000 3.000
HACH 0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.DOG SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



























-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIFT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION













1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES












































































- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. ODEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
TER BICZFlWIV201 3.000 1.000 0.000
TER BlC2FIWIV2C1 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.377
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-4 -2 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2194 ) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWlV2CI







1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-16 -14 -12 -10 - 6
rl7L4
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0
































INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.




















-0.s - - 6 - 4 --10 6 -6 -4 a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
1RN2197) NSRCC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
tRN2229 R) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.381
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICZFlWIVZDI 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.00 SREF 1;3550 SQ.FT.


















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA -
.1-- -
.4t------ - -- 
.04.
.02 ... _ _._ _ __




L I NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI
1MACH 0.301
6 S 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 . 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.0000 I1.0 G0.OO 1 .000 SREF 1 .15s0 SG.FT.
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INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.OD O.OCo 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY., LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0








_ _ _ _ F F _ _ _-~~~~~~~~~I/1
_ _7/
2 4 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2197) B NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCZFlWIV2Di
(RN2Z29) L NSRDC-3110,HSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlV2DI
MACH 0.381
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































-4 - _ 
_
- 4
- 6 .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPFTION
(RN2197)  NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWWIV2C
(RN22291 NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV2CI
MACH
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW





I.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.





























-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢RN2197; D NSRDC-3110,PSFC/LMSC COOSTER B1CZFIWIVZD1(RNOSSSI NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER DICZF1W1V2DZ
HACH
6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























NSRCC-311, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
0.381
NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCIOC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
dIV2C1 15.000 1.000 0.000 1.00G SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








!,SO I I '· ' 1 T. '
LMSC/MSFC RBOOSTFR STIIUDY. IATFRAI CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
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15.000 1 .DOO 3.D0
0.382
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.00U SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











































































, .. ... ... -rrT*tr 
: 
- t- - - - - -~~' - I"
-- 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW
ER BIC2FVIWiV2C 15.000 1.000 0.000
ER BlC2F1W1V2CI 15.000 1.000 3.000





8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
fRNi198) B NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWlVZDI
(RN9230I ) NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFI WI V2C
MACH 0.362
2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 .E
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0, 00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











__i/ 7 _ __:
__- , t ._._





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWlVZD 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRCC-310,MSFC/L.HSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWIV2D 3.000 2.000 3.00G
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
- ! ! I · Ir- I I; ! !- I ·- I ! I I- I I- · I iI I ~ I"~ r II ! II I I' · r ! I1 m ,i W I! t · !' 
-k -W v W;D X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- 2 4 10 14 16 18 20 22 24 26









INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.0 O.DGO 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6C 8 10 12 14 16 18








20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1. 500 FERCNT
PAGE 1598

































6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNCFOS INCICW
1 3.000 2.000 0.000
1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
20 22 24 Z6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.0OG SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






















.00 , , -
-50 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2ZOI )1 NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RNZ233,) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTE
MACH O.381
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R B1CZFIWIV2D1 3.000 2.000 0.0o0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.0b0 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SB.FT.



































¢ RN22 3 3 )
NA CH
TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
NSRCC-3110,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B;CZFIWIVZDI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWSV2D1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL
















-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2201) ) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFIWIV2CIlRN2233) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZD1
MA CH 0.301
T COEFFICIENT. CL
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 a.o0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
































NSRCC-3110 HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICSFIWI V20
0.361
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.OD0 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQO.FT.







S!DE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
- , : - : .* r t 

















FERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
; w i w> Vii w ff EW WE 'I l W i Wl l V ! f ~ W
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-14 -12 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 - Z a 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FlWIV2D1
NSRiCC-31I10,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FI WIVZC1
0.361
8 10 12 14 16
INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.355D SQ.Fr.
3.OD 2.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES

























-. 25 -- L'
-16 -_4















INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.














































-0.68 I ' 
-10 0 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24


















































. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~R i. i 
i, vQ 
\y 
w- ._ < J 
D 2 4 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEC
N INCIDC CNDPOS I








18 20 22 24 26
INCCOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.o00l SREF 1.3550 Sa.F














LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA
-. 04
-04 ... -6 -4 -............
-0 -8 -8 - 4 - 2 I




















-o -J -.t -4 - 2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RNZ205 ) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE(IN2237) R NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
HACH
2 4 6 a 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCIOW
'R BIC2FiWIV2CI 15.000 2.000 0.000
fR BICZFlW1V2C 15.000 2.000 3.000
0. 861
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




















ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(IRN205) C NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2BI
fiN2Z37?) i NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFlWlV2DI
MA CH 0.381
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




































8 -- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24




INCICC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGFOS
15.00D 2.000 0.000 1.010O
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-LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_,I .. _,
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 Z 4
ANGLE OF
4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSROC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWlV201
5 NSRCC-3110MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI
0.381MACH
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNSFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1 .00 SREF %.3550 SQ.FT.



































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
.000 -
-10 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS
(RfN2ZO5) M NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIV2D1 15.000 2.000 0.D0 1.000
IRNZ?37)  NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BSC2FlWIVZC1 15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
A CH 0.381































BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS.
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZE05) NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFIW
(RN293rJ NSRDC-3110,NSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 81C2FlW
MACH 0.381
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
IV2D1 15.000 2.000 O.G0D 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
1V2D1 15.000 2.300 3.000 1.DGOG LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES

























































-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL COCFIGURATION CESCRIPTICON









.O0D0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 31
.045 .-.. _ _ 
X 020
o .o - = 500
O-.020 .- _ _. _ . . _
LZ- _ _I I ... ....
, -. 025
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RNZZ06) Q NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN2236) NSROC-311GMSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH 0. 38
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIVC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R B1C2FIWIV2CI 15.000 2.G00 0.000 1.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.













































_ ___ T_ 










10 12 14 16
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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T T X --/
____ , J... .I
'16 18 20 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0OD SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






- 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION INCICOC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2C1 3.000 1.000 O.000

















-iO -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION





3. 000 1.000 3.000
0.383
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































e - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 e 10 12 14








16 18 20 22 24 26
INCICW UNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
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-X0 - 8 -- 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2;G9,) N SRCC-3110,MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZD1( RNZ24 1 ) NSRDC-3110 . NSFC/ LHSC BOOSTER B1 CFI WI V2I
MACH
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
3.000 I .00o 0.000 2.000


































ISC/MSFC BUOSIER STUDY, LONGITUUINAL CHARACTlRISIICS, NSRDC 311U. BLTA 0
.~~~~~~~~ /
_ __ _ _ ___ _ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~., F _ _
/p
I /......... _, f
__ ___- . ...fe. .. .
~0 - 8 -6 - 4 - Z 2 4 6 . 8 IO11 14 1 6 18a 20 Z2 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2209) Q NSRCC-3110MISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIV2D1







Z.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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8 10 12 14 16
rACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 I .DOG 0.000 2.000
3.000 1.000 3.000 2.000
0.383
18 20 22 24 26
REFERENCE INFORMATION
] SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































NSRDC 3110. BETA= O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIV2CI 3.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1,3550 SQ.FT.






























-. 206 -0.4 -02 ... O. .. 4
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
LIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN:ZQg9) NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVZDI
(RNZ 41) L NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2lD
HACH 0.383
ICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA =
T COEFFICIENT, CL
INCICC CNCDOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.00D 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













































10. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
,REES
INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
..000 2.G001 SREF 1.3555 SQ.FT.

































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNOPOS INCICW
NSRCC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWLV2CI 3.000 1.000 0.000
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INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 2.00D SREF 1.355U SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = o
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_~ ~~~ ~~~ ____ _____= ______
- - __1z 
- __ _ __ __ __/ /..
P-_ r___ ___/ _
> __ _ a/_ 
- 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES







NSRDC-3110,MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWV2D1 .
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS
15.000 .000O 0.000 2.000





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
r _ I _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II 
0 2 4 6 lo 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26










15 .000 1. 3.000 . 00
0.382
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.









































B - 6 -4
rUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
4 6 8 10 12 14
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
16 J. 8 20 24
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.ODD D.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA





_ ~ ~~~ f
I~~~ ,,
I~~~ c / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r
0 2 4 6 8 . lO 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW
)OSTER B C2FI Wl V21 15.000 1.000 0.00C
OSTER Bl C2F1 W1 V21 15 . 0 .l .000 3 .0D
0. 386
= 0
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPCS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0Z; SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION INCICC CNCPOS I'NCICW
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWlV2CI 15.000 1.000 0.D00














ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2223) NSRDC-3110IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2CI
(RN2245) NSRDC-311,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2C1
HACH 0.382
INCIOC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS
R BIC2F1WlV2DI 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000







































































iRN2213)( RNE245 ) 
MACH
STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA 0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DC 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-6 - 4 - 2 O 2 4 6










15.000 1 .OG 3.000
0.580
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.00G SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BI C2FIWIV2CI 15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
R BICZFWlIVZC1 15.000 1.000 3.000 2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES

























14 -12 -10 8 -
44 -12 -10 - a 
LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6





INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 O.O000 2.000 SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.
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6 - - 2 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 24 262 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION






WNCPOS . REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.GGO SREF 1.3550 S9.FT.
2.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRP 31.1400 INCHES













-. 04 ... ... ... .. . . 4
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(RN2217l) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2Dl
(RN2249 I Z NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2CD
HACH
)INAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC







2.00G SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































-So 8 - -6 -4 -2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNEIZ17 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE(RNZ249I NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
MA CH
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
.R BICZFIW1VZC: 3.000 2 .00 0.000
BIC2FIWIV2C1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
= 
16 1B 20 22 24 26
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SfiEF t.355O SQ.FT.
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{ RN;249 1 N(RN2"49 ) 2 N




SRCC 3110 NSFC/LNSC- BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2I1





X X X 4 aTTTX~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ r g _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I 
_X'
18 20 22 24 Z6
,FOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
O00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






O ' 10 12 14 16
", ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNGF
3.0OD 2B.G0 0.000 2.0













.05 _ - -
-10 - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2zE17) NSRrC-3110,HSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVZoI
(RN2249) NSRC 3110 MSFC/LNHC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIV2CI
A CH






NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
WNiPOS - REFERENCE INFORMATION
Z.00D SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
,_..._. -- _ .;.._. . _.,_.. _,;*_ -...._._. -. _ .................... _... _ _- _
-- - - ...... - -- -
I /i a-_3
__~~~ t7 _ ,'
.- -'1''----
-t I ~ ~~~~~~~~__
8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 1I 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
1RN2217}I Q NSROC-3110OMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1CZFlIJlVZCI
(RNZ249) NSRCC 3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVDI
nA Cn
INCIDC CNCFOS







2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ..FT.




































- -. - 6 -4 -2 0 ' 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IRNZ217) Q NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FiWIV2VI
(RN2249) NSRDC 3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWIV21C
HA CH 0.31i
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 21
ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 S4.FT.
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-.20 . .
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 O.Z 0.4
LIF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION








INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























































8 10 32 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-14 -12 -10 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 a 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RNz228) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZ'FIWIV2DI
(RN2Z2s) Z NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZF1W1V2DI
MACH
INCICC CNDFOS INCZIW WNGFOS
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000





































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 10 12. 14 16









INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 . SQ.FT.
































































8 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
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_~ H f___ 
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INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS
15.000 2.00o 0.000 2.00O

















































6 10o 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNCFPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.0D0 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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_,0 - -8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4
ANGLE OF Al
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2221) Q NSRDC-311GNMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81CZFIWIV2D2
(RNZZ53) NSRCC-3110,C SFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVZDI
CD
HACH
6 8 10 12 14
TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW
15.o 000 2.000 D.00
15 .000 2.000 3.000
0.379
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
J~~~~~~~ -
. _ -. __ __ -i_-
.- ___.___ ___ __ __ -- ~
_ _ / SA __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
''CW ' t' 
r'X~~i










2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW
R BIC2FIWI V2C 15.000. 2.000 0.000
R BICZFl WI V2 15.000 2.000 3.000
0. 379
16 18 20 24 26
WN9POS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.00U SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA 0
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i'l .. _i i __ . _; _ __ .. __. .. _. . _... I- '; . _ _ . ._ _  1_ 
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n- -- -
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INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.00G 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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;.- __ _ _~ ____ ____ ~ ,w.I .w,., ,pwwm~w, 
p.._ _ 
__ ___+ _ _ L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!____=
__ __ _ 4 _ 9 - g __ =~~~~~~~~~
X_ A _/___/--
_~/ / - -_ _ 
. _gI/ __ 
_ .__ _/ 
4 6 8 10 S2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORHMATION
WIV2C1 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







TER STUDY,. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA 0 O
I-, . - - I .,, . I G.
-. . ..
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-s -6 -4 2 0 2 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 26









































































-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 O.0 0.2 O.4
LIF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RN221) 0 NSRDC-31106MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B0C2F0W.V2DI
(RNz253) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/ LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWSV2CI
MACH 0.379
NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
T COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.0D0 SREF 1.355D SG.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS0 NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES




CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURIATION CESCRIPFTIOZ
(RN222') NSRDC-3110,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER C1C2FIWIVZDI
(RN254 ) NSRC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER IC2IFIWI V2I
2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE. BETA,. DEGREES
INCiDC CNCFOS INCICW
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-14 -12 -10 - t
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IRNZ222) M NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
(RN2Z54 1 NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTEI
MACH
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 s
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BIC2F1WIV2D1 15.000 2.000 0.000






10 12 14 16
S REFERENCE INFORMATION
i SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WVI2DI 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.00o SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 A




INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS
3.000 1.000 0.000 1 .00
3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
0.380

































2 4 6 8 1O 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICZFiWZ2I 3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SS.FT.
R BICZFlW2DI 3.000 1.000 3.000 1.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES






LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110,-BETA = 0










INCIDC CN5POS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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( RNZ2S ) 
MACH
- 6 4 - Z O Z
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
NSROC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW
4 6 8 10 12 14
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
'2C1 3.000 1.000 0.000









































-10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMNBOL CONFIGURATICO CESCRZPTION
(RN2ZS?) Q NSRDC-311%o SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWSD1
CRN2285, NSROC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICIFIlWDZ
MA CH
6 8 10 12 14






1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












-In - 6 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RNZ257) Q NSRCC-3110 D SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2CD
(RN2I85)  NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER B1CZFI1WZD
HACH 0.380
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORNArION
3.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2257) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FZW2OI
(RN2285 ) . NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
MACH 0. 360
18 20 22 24 26
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 D.ODO 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
* . . . ..
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-.15
iii ~lJ " -w- i!1 1'11 iii !.t i ii i i - -r--r-r- - s--r--i q- t
F, ;F .






I NRN22S7 ) 1RNM2285 )
MACH
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION INCICC CNDPOS I
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWZDI 3.000 1.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWZDI 3.000 1.000
0.380
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCIDCW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















































-. 6 -14 -12 -10 - 8 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
RNZ2581) Q NSRDC-311OMSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN2286) NSROC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH
CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. ALPHA - 0 DEGREES
6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW
R B1C2FIWZD1 3.ODD 1.000 0.000
R SIC2FI WZD 3.000 1.000 3.000
0.380
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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6 8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.















_j 5 .. .
-. 20
-16 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN225::8) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFlWZI
CRN2z86) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2CI
MACH 0.380
- 2 2 4 6 10 14 1 6
P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS LNCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 1.000 0D.OO I.0DO SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
















INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
15.000 1.000 3.000 1.000
0.381
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
- 6 -4 - 2 0 2 8 10 14 6 18 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL











1.000 SREF 1.3550 5Q.FT.































































INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























*UDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0






6 8 10 1; 14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFPOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
~11 i i < ' l i ! l l l l I ' I I ~ ! l T I l l l 1 l I
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·~~~~~~~~~~ .~~ -
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14








16 18 20 22 24
INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.


































































16 18 20 22
1.000 O.000 1.000 SREF






















TER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = O-
- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 io0 12 14































-so - 2 I 2
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNZ261; Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC O8STER BICZFIWZD1
(RN2Z89) ; NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWZD1
MACH






1 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FI.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0





















15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 SREF





















































































6 -4 - O 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
R BI CZFI WZD 15.000 1.000 0.000
R BIC2FIWZDI 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1. 00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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S -4 - 2 0 2 10 12 14








INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 1.000








































-. 20 - . . -
fi. ~ ... i i . J ~ l .
-. t5
-16 -14 -12 -t0 - 8 - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2262) Q NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2F1W2DI(RNZ290) NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDI
MACH
_ 2 a 9 4 6





ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































-0. L, A , .. ..L . L.. I- 
-1. - 8 -6 -4 -2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN265) Q NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTE
IRN2293) LI NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH
2 4 6 8 so t2 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW
R BIC2FIW2 ' 3.000 2.OOO 0.000
R BIC2F1WZD1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SRfiEF 1,3550 SQ.FT.
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10 - 8 -6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 8 I 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26












INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























































3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF


























- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS
rL
_ .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. _ _ _~ _
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_..- 
-__ --- _
- _ __-- 
__ __ __ _____
_ _ _ _ _ ! it _ l ' f!·!i!ipwii!!i!!i!ii!Iii·i!~ir!!
- - _ _i! z> -- _ _
I





ANGLE OF ATTACKO ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW
NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2D1 3.000 2.000 .0O00
NSRDC-3110MNSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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X X X i X X 1 L 2 4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 6 4 - 2 4 1 10
/
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0














INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























-10 22 24 26I 
















2 4 6 82 D 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCICW
:R BIC2FIWZCI 3.000 2 000 0.000
AR BICZFIW2C1 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.381
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 .SREF 1.3350 SQ.FT.
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.000 "
- e -4 -2 i Z 8 o0 t2 14 16 1I
0
22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS






























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY,. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0



























5.000 2.OCD O0.0D 1.00) SREF
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8 10 12 14 16
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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- 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIDC CNDFOS INCICW
R BIC2FIW2CI 3.000 2.000 0.000
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-16 -14 -12 -10 - - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SY4MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2Z66) H NSRC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZ1
¢RN2294) £1 NSRCC-311GOMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
MACH 0.381
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCISC CNDFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 .000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.





SCALE I .5000 PERCNT
PAGE 1694
/4 :~ ~ J ' 
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-10 - 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2269) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW20I1RNZ297)1 NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWZDC
MACH 0.379
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRN2269) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC 8OOSTEI
(RN2z97N 7 NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
HA CH
)INAL CHARACTERISTICS 9
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
R BICZFI WZDI 15.000 2.00 0.000
R BIC2FIWZCI 15,000 2.000 3.000
0.379
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 SREF 1.3550 .SQ.FT.




























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW




1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.








LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
wii ! I . J Ir I w, ff IiI i t . I __ _ w _ , _ i . _~ _ , ___ w -. f 
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INCICC CNOPOS JNCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






























LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA.= 0
-- I,,. I r,
.
11W ? 2 I, 1 - 1 7 T T 








0 2 4 6 8 Io 12 14 16 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000














































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
fi i
-- , , 
c~~
,,X / X Ti~f
]
/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 6 . .
-sO - 8
DATA SET SYMBOL
( RN269 ) ( RN2E97 )
MACH






S 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2. 000 0.00 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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16 I 20 22 24
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.DG0 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2Z69) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2CI
(RN2297) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2DI
MACH 0.379
INCICC CNCPOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.
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-12 -10 8




* 6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW
R BIC2FIWZD1 15.000 2.000 0.000
R B1C2FIW2D1 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.379
8 10 12 14
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
I.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNCFOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 1.000
15.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
0.379








SCALE I .5000 FERCNT
PAGE 1704
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-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 -6 -4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2T1OI S N ROC-3110,. SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BXCZFIWZDI(RN2d98) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER SB1CFIWZDI
MACH
NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
- 2 0 2 4 6 8
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
15 .000 2.000 O.0 1.000















'UDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
o~~~~~ i, . r- --
_ _ t _ _ < z _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I~~ 1--~ -- 
- _ < 7 _ 0-











6 8 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIrC CNDPOS INCIDW
15 .00 1 .000 0.000
15.000 1 .000 3.000
0. 31
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.0o0 SREF 1.3550 SQ,FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY° LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
I~, I Q I AA II 
-C- -I
-- - --- 
.1
16 18 20 22 24 26
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







8 10 12 14
ATTACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCICW
15 .000 1.000 0 .000
15.000 1.000 3.000















































[UDY LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
- , s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I I.0f.r...,,,...,,r...,I l t T r Il I l i . ,
i --. . . . --
_~ [l
- 2 0 2 4 6 6 20 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES










INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000
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TUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS:, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0





0 10 12 14 16
ACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
15g.00 0.000 2. 00
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ISC/MSFC BUOSTER STUDY. LUNGITUDINAL CHARACERIST1ICS, NSRUDC 311U, BETA U
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I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I10 a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a la 1 2 14 16 is 20 22 24 2
_ ANGLE . ALPHA, DEGREES




10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2' 0 2 4 '6 8 0t , 2  :  18   Z  Z6












INCIDW WNGCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110, BETA = O
S 
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6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACKB ALPHAO DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































-10o -8 - 6 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2273) Q NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 6lC2FIlWDI
(RN2305) a NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWZCI
NACH 0.361
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 1.000 0.000 2,000 SREF 1.3550 SA.FT.























NSRDC-3110D,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTgR BIC2FI W
.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW
2D01 15.000 1.000 0.000
i201 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.381
1.4 1.6 1.8. 2.0
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.






































































( RN2306 1 Z
HACH
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15.000 : .000 3 .000
0.380
1 t 12 I 1%6
WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























( RN-224 ) I
RN2306 1 
MACH
-10 6 - 4 - 2 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCICC CNCPOS INCICW
NSROC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIW2C1 15.DD000 1.000 0.000
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FlW2CI 15.000 1.000 3.000
0.380
S 8 10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
e.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT.











































































O Z 4 6
E. BETA. DEGREES
INCICC CNCPOS INC IW
15.000 1. Ou r 0.000






Z.DOO SREF 1.3550 SI.FT.
Z.D00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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-2 O 2 4 6 j__ 1 2 14





16 18 20 24 26
INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0 . 000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


























-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2Z7 ?) NSRDC-3110:MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWZDI(RN2B309) NSRDC-3IIo, mSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2F1W201
NA CH 0.380
: ATTACK. ALPHA-. DEGREES
INCIOC CNCFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.0o0 2.D00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















































2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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TUDY, LUNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
o 2 4 6
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATICON DE.SGRIPTION
NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI:W2CD






, ~.____.._. . __
_ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _____~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a 10 12 14 16 l8 20 22 24 es
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCICW WNCPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3,000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.
3.000 Z.000 3.000 000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 s6 20 22
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ON INCIOC CDPFOS INCIOW- WNGFOS REFERENCE IN
OSTER BICZF1W201 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.35
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-5 ----- t-t _
- 6 0 2_ 
-J0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 8 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RINZZ7l) I NSRDC-3110,MSFC/I MSC BOOSTER B1C2FIW2DI
(RNZ309) NSRVC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI
MACH







2.0Uo SREF 1.355:0 SQ.FT.
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW WNGFOS
R BIC2FIW201 3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000







































ICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
r










3.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 D.6 0. 1.0 I.
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIW2DI 3.000 2.000 0.000
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
WNGrPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDFOS INCICW
R BIC2FIW2CI 3 .00 2.000 0.000
R BI C2FIW2DI 3.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
10 12 14 16
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSROC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-" -- ,-- - ----
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CI







-. 20 . 
-.25
-16 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNZ278) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWZC1
6RN2310) NSRDC-3110O MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFIW21CI
MACH 0.3o8
NSRDC 3110, ALPHA = 0
- 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
P ANGLEO BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNCFOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS9 NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
m I
· _J _ _i 
_ __ _ _. _ / S _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.- _ I SH__ 
· tXrT
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(RN23 1 3) 
MACH






6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 O.OO0 Z.OOG SREF 1 .3550 SQ.FT.



































































2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.












-10 -I8 - --4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2Z281) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FWZCI1( RNZ3131 } NSRCC-3110 ,sFc/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIW201
MA CH 0.380
6 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
INCIDC CNCPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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6 10 12 14 16 20 22 24 26





INCJDC CNDFOS INCICW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION*
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.













LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
INCICC CNDFOS INCIDW
R B1C2FIWCZD 15.O00 2.000 0.000
fR 81C2FIWZDI 15.000 2.000 3.000
0.380
WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
Z.D00 SREF. 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
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INCICC CNCFPOS INCICW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.GOO





























































INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





SCALE 1.5000 PERCN T
PAGE 1734
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
RN2Z81 ) NSROC-3110.MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2
(RNZ313) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BICZFIW2
0.380
.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 z.o
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
INCIDC CNDFOS INCIOW WNGPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
2Z1 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL







INCIDC CNDPOS INCICW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSrC/MqSF R'RflTFR STIInY. IATFRAI CHARACTFRITTICr. NIRnIr 311n. ALPHA = n FDGREESII, ll 1 ,[ kJ LVlld | l 1.I d I VVk. I I1 I- 11 i1. !§1\ I1[ ¥ ~ §1 | II I! II '[11 Ii, & ql & lb7 II V W, ! I si 'k V6 4]u -V lb. - ~V '-._
r-~~~~i '_. . __ iI 
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ _. : _:.ii'  . _ '1 . . . _ 
_ _: ._ _ _ . _~~~~~~~~~t_,
_ _ ..... __ ....
_~I .__:__...__
_ _ S S __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~_ ', _?
$6 -14 -12 -J.O - 8 - 6 - 4. - 2 03 2 4 6 8 S0 ,IZB 14 Id








INCIDC CNCPOS INCIDW WNGPOS
15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000

























































-o - 14 -12 -t - -6 - 4 - 4 6 1 12 14 6
-6 -14 -12 -10 -6 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPFTION
l(RN2 ,2 NSRPC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RNZ314; NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.380
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
INCICC CNOFOS INCIOW WNGFOS REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BICaFIW2OI 15.000 2.000 0.000 2.000 SREF 1.3550 SO.FT.























































_. . . _ ___ _ _ __ _  r~~~~~~~,,.- |., r.r .
_~L~ ... __ .... ) 











16 18 20 Z2 24 26
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.


















-. 04 . . .
-10 - -







NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI
0.361
DIHDRL INCIDC CNDPOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQG.FT.



































JUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
0 2 4 6 8 O1 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD2I0011 n NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWIVI







0.000 SREF 1.3550 S2.FT.
0.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES
XMRF 31.1400 INCHES
YMRP 0-. 0000 INCHES
ZMRF 0 2250 INCHES































...... T I T
-10 8 6 - - 2 2 4 6 a a0 12 14 16 8a 20 22









Dl-HDRL INCICC CNCPOS INCIOW REFE
7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF !








































-10 - 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN200l) Q NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWlVl(RN2517) L NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFlWlVlI
MA CH 0.381
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHORL INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW - REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.OOO 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
(RN2001) NSROC-3110HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
(RN2517) 1 NSRDC-3110, MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER
MACH
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHDRL INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW
R B 1CZFI WVl 7 .660 3.000 1.000 0. 00 S
















i, s b 



























a 6 - 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26




















LMSC/MSFC: BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA O0
E_ I__ ___ __ _ _ _
... :J 
- - - -- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
L 
-0.2 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAtiON DESCRIPTION
(RN2001) NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1
(6RN2517) H NSRCC-3110IMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FI W V
MA CH
DIHDRL INCIDC CNDPOS




0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


































































_ X .; _. 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
X XXX X -%
_ ==_ = r x = = =
.--
_ . % ) _ _ _ _I 
'-== =i === 
_ .... . _ ..... _ . _ _. .~~




- 6 -4 - U 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CIHDRL INCICC C.NPOS
TER BICZFIWI V1 .60 3.000 1.000
TER BlCZFIWIVI 15.000 3.0GOO 1.000
0.381
8 10 12 14 16
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.




ZIRF 0 .2250 INCHES
SCALE 1.5D00 PERCNT
PAGE 1747












































DIHORL INCIDC '. CNFOS
7 .660 3.000 1.000
15 .000 3.000 1.000
0.381
6 8 10 4 
INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
0.000 LREF. 41.4360 INCHES
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14 -O0 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3IIlOHSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 81CZFIWI V
NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlCZFIWIVI
DIHORL INCICC CNDPOS INCIDW
7.660 3.0DO 1. 000 .000

































'°'o - -a -4 -2 o 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
CRN2100I Q NSRCC-tIIOHMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV1(RNS2SS) NSROC-411O,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVI
MA CH
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHCRL INCICC CNCFOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 2.000 0.000 SREF 1 3550 SQ.FT.























-i0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RNZOO9)D NSRDC-5110,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
(RNZ5ZI) NSRDC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVI
nA CH 0.381
r ATTACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHDRL INCICC CNCFOS INCIOW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 2.000 0.000 SREF 1.155U SQ.FT.



































6 -4 - 2. 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
NSRCC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICFI WI V
NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIVI







16 i8 20 22 24 26
INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3550 SC.FT,







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA
I . · , ·






































- 6 - 4 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSRCC-3110, MSFC/LNSC BOOSTER 82ICFl W V
NSROC-3110/NSFC/LMSC BOOSTER C2FI WV I V






It 20 22 24 26
INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3S50 SQ.FT.


















o .25 _ -
.20 - - _
.05 -
-10 -8 - 6 - * - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2009) Q NSRDC-31I ,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER 61C2FWIlVIIRNZS521 NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER LB1C2FIWIVI
MACH
6 8 10 12 14
- ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHDRL INCICC CNDFOS
7.660 3.000 2. 000
15.000 3.000 2.000
0.361
16 18 20 22 24 26
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





























2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20 Y2 24 Z6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHDRL INCIC CNCPOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
'ER BIC2FIWIV1 7.660 3.000 2.000 0.000 SRE 1.3550 SC.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY., LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
-r r'' '"I'' ~TT r TT ... ... ... Trr .,r, _ rr lT t 1r*--rfii-i
- - - ~~~- -- -N :~~~-l-
a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26













0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

































-10 6 - 4 - ; 0 2
'I - - :'.





























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
DIHORL INCIDC CNCPOS
TER BIC2FIWIVI 7.660 3.000 2.000






0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
O.O00 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41 .4360 INCHES
XMRP 31 1400 INCHES
YMRP 0.00O0 INCHES
ZMRP 0.225 0 INCHES
SCALE 1.5000 FERCNT
PAGE 1757
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS., NSRDC 3110, BETA =
,.i ' l ' I l ii i' i' 'l i :i 'i'''. ' '1 il -''''''''''-
-- .I-111:




















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION







0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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-6 - 4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DIHORL INCIDC CNCFOS
ER BICZFIWIVI 7.660 3.000 Z.000































BOOSTER STUDY. LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS.






- 2 0 2 4 6




3110, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF i.3550 SQ.FT,







































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHORL INCIDC CNCPOS
NR BIC2F1W1V2Z1 7.660 3.000 1.000















































; 0 2 4 6 B 10 A2 14 - 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RIFTION DXHIRL INCICC CNCPOS INCIDW
SC BOOSTER BlCZFIWlV2C1 7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000
SC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2D 15.000 3.000 1.000 0.000
0.380















































__A-i*; dl Ji!- IJ vi _v vi ellr I1! It Il Il I1 J& rt1 Il I1!r_ 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHDRL INCIOC CNDPOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF 1. 3550 S.FT.







a . . I . I .I . . .I . . . I i , , I .























.6.. -, -. .... I 
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2193J NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RN2525) 2 NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MA CH 0.380
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OFATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CIHCRL INCICC CNCFOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
R 1BC2FIWIV2CI 7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2193) Q NSRDC-3110 MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DO(RNZS25 ) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIVZDC
MACH 0.380
DIHDRL INCICC CNPDOS ;NCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF. 1.3550 SQ.FT.




























-I - 8- -6 - 4 - Z 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(RN2193S Q NSRDC-31SIISFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIVZCI
(RNZ525) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIWIV2CD
HACH 0.380
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIHCRL INCICC *CNDPOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.






























- 6 -4 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION DIHDRL INCIOC CNCFOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWlV2DI 7.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
_ I _ _ _ < _ _ 











1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
NOHDRL INCICC CNOPOS INCICW
7.660 3.000 : 1.000 0.000














































NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOS TER B1CZFI WIV2DI
NSROC-3110.MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BlC2FIWI V2I






8 O t12 14
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.





































. _ _ I I -I .I__- 
I -I -I _I - - -I -14 a
















- .040 ' ' 
-16 -14
DATA SET SYHBOL Cc
(RNZI94) N:
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CIHDRL INCICC CNOPOS
R BIC2FIWIV2C1 7.660 3.000 I .COO




0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.























- 6 -1 -14 -12 - - - - 4
SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RNZ194 ) NSROC-3110,SFC/LNSC BOOSTER BIC2F1WIV2DI
(RN2526) NSROC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1IC2FIWIV2DI
NACH 0.377
II10. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
ANGLE. BETA. ODEGREES
OCIORL INCICC CNDPOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.660 3.000 1.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.































-o - - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRNZZ011) NSRDC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2DI








0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RNZ20oi NSRCC-311O MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
tRN25291 2 NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MACH 0.381
2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATI'ACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DCIHRL INCIDC CNCFOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
-R BIC2FlWIV2DI 7.660 3.000 2.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
- ---- -- r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _____1.--- --
r r1t 
'. I
















CNDPOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































( RN2GS l) Q
( RN25C9S )
MACH
ANGLE OF tTTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
































2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHORL INCIOC CNDFOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
R B1C2FIWIVZCI 7.660 3.OO 2.000 0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























NSRDC -3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV21C
0.361






0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
7H- 
---- _
-t _ _____ ______ -' K











2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 22 .!4 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL INCICC CNDCFOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIC2FIWIV2C1 7.660 3.000 2.000 0.000 SRE 1.3550 SO.FT.









































































CIHCRL INCICC CNCPOS INCICW
7.660 3.0C0 2.000 0.000





















(D -. 04 - -_ _ -
I -. 0 _ _ ..
-9 _ .2 -
-6 -S4 -SZ- -1O -8 -6 4
SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(RN2202) Q NSROC-3IO0 M-.CILMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWIV2DI(RN25 30) L NSkCC-3110 M5fCXLMSC BCOSTER BICZF1WlV2C
OL
 25 D  $RD 110,M SF / 05ST£  1 C2F1 W1 ¥20
MACH







0.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.






































-16 Z 4 6 a 10 12 14 16-14 -12 -10 B 6 - 4
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STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,- BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR.ATION DESCRIPTION
Q(P 0;D NSRCO-3110 OMSI'C/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FlWIV2D1
(RNZ530) NSRDC-31:.0,MS C/LHSC BOOSTER BIC2FIWIV2C1
0.381
CIHDRL INCIDC CNDFOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 2.0GO 0.OOO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, BETA = 0
/f
w w tz - - -- - --- ---- --~~. F
tT H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fo~~~~~~~~~ksX l}-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTION
( RN2285 ) NSROC-3110,MSFC/LMNC BOOSTER BIC2F1W2DI
(RN2533} - NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2CI
MA CH






































































-. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
-10 - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 Z 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(RN2ZS5) NSRD'C-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWZ01
(RN2533) NSRCC-3110,MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B1C2FIW2Cl
MACH 0.380
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DIHDRL INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORNATION
7.660 3.000 1.000 3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.







LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = O












-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSRDC-3110, SFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC,2FIW2C
NSRDC-3110,NMSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2FIW2CI
0.380
6 6 10 12 14
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
.. .. . . .. . I . L .* ., i ., .. I . . I . .. . .I 
16 10 20 22 24 26
DIHDRL INCIDC CNDFOS INCICDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.0CO 3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
































- - o 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC*4 CESCRIPTION
(RNZ285l NSRrC-3ll0.MSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 8ICLFIWzrI




CIHCRL INCICC CNCFOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660' 3.000 1.000 3.000 SREF 1.3550 So.FT.


















.00 * 4 . ...A. ... .. . ..&.. '. ..
-10o -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIPTION
RNZZB5} S NSROC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BICZFIWZDI( RN25 3 ) NSRDC-3110 , MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER B CZFIW 2D1
MACH
INAL CHARACTERISTICS.







3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.

























-v-i-, -r i 1- ; -i-v-w -i-- i -ii |'r- !-, -w-i -i-y if~- Il -I -i 1-- Iiu-- ! -f-f--f
- - - - - - - - - - - . -I Ill
.tji;ii$j ii- -X~.-~. 
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A . '1 ff i | d ! ! I I l 'Sis| f
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
,s 6 -^ _7 s 7 / / s S P 2 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACI
DATA SET SYMBOL










15.000 3..000 1 .000
0.360
INCICDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











U. .030 - -- - -4
.000
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON CESCRIPTION









3.000 SREF 1.3550 SG.FT.


































-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION cNCDRL INCICC CNDPOS
NSRCC-3110H.SFC/LNSC BOOSTER 81C2FIW201 7.660 3.000 1.000
NSRDC-3110,HSFC/LHSC BOOSTER 81CZFIW2Di 15.000 3.000 1.000
0.380
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
3.000 LREF *1.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES







'' 7 ; ' '; $ >* j;6' t'); *t ' ' ' 'S ' _~~~~~~~~








































4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CIHCRL INCIOC CNDCFOS
IW201 7.660 3.000 1.000
















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110, ALPHA 0 DEGREES
iI I1 _l _~ _1 i-iii!i!i! 1 1 ! 1
:! i l i
" ' -- 
-~~~~~~~~~~ L · ' h,- 
; - - - W
= 
- s - S :~~~~~~




( RN2266 I t






-o - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
!PI'ION DIHCRL INCIOC CNCFOS
C BOOSTER BIC2FI WZC1 7.660 3.000 1.000











































LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LATERAL



















-16 -14 -12 -10 - B - 6 - 4
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION





CIHDRL INCIDC CNCFOS INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 1.000 3.000 SREF 1.3550 S5.FT.




























C r r wB1_~~~~~~~~~~'l~ .f... Tr ... TTr..s i-g
t 
I .[-- ---- --
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CIHDRL INCICC CNCPOS
R BIC2FiWZDI 7.660 3.000 Z.000
R BICZFIW2ZD 15.000 3.000 2.000
0.301
16 1i 20 22 24 26
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















































CIHCRL INCICC CNOFOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
7.660 3.000 2.000 3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
15.000 3.000 2.000 3.000 LREF 41.4360 INCHES
BREF 41.4360 INCHES





ANGLE.OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
6 -
- 2 0 2 4 10 12 14 '6 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RN2293) Q NSRCC-3110 MSFC/LMSC BOOSTER BIC2IW2D1C







3.0DO SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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4 6 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
DIHCRL INCI
R BICZF W2C1 7.660 3.0
R B1C2FIW2DI 15.000 3.0
12 14 16 18 20 2Z 24 26
DEGREES
OC CNCFOS INCICW REFERENCE INFORMATION
300 2.000 3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.



















































2 4 0 e 10 1 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CIHDRL INCICC CNDPOS
R I C2FI WZCI 7.660 3.000 2.00D



































TICS, NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
_- ._ :_ _ _
D /

















16 20 22 24 ze
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.


















LMSC/MSFC BOOSTER STUDY. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. NSRDC 3110. BETA = 0
n, . . ., . , . * m
-4 - 2 O 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20
DATA SET SYMBOL
(RN2293) 












INCICC CNOPOS - INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 2.000 3.000 SREF 1.3550 S$.FT.
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I
-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6




DIHDRL INCICC CNDPOS INCII
7.660 3.000 Z.000 3.01
15.000 3.000 2.000 3.0C
0.381
8 10 12 14 i6
DW REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.











-. 08 . . - . . .
-16 -1, -1I -10 - B
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DIHCRL INCCDC CDPFOS
TER B1CZFIW2CI 7.660 3.000 2.000D





































-. 25 . .
-16 -14
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( RNZ294) NSRCC-311 ,HSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
(RNZS3OI L NSRCC-3110,NSFC/LMSC BOOSTE
MA CH
6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DIHDRL INCIDC CNDPOS
R BIC2FIWZD t 7.660 3.00D 2.0DD
R BIC2FlW2DI 15.000 3.000 2.000
0.361
INCIDW REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 SREF 1.3550 SQ.FT.
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